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Blank stares and silence.  The legal writing
class equivalent of a curtain call with no applause
– and what we all want to avoid when teaching a
concept that is difficult for students.  This issue of
The Second Draft is devoted to teaching difficult
concepts, and turning the blank stares and silence
into rooms full of nodding, smiling students who
have their hands raised and their pens in motion.
Our new publication schedule attempts to deliver
these ideas to your offices at the beginning of
each semester, so that you can implement teach-
ing ideas from each issue.  We are thankful for the
large number of excellent submissions we
received–it is clear that difficult concepts are
being met and taught in a wide variety of inter-
esting and effective ways across our profession. 

We want to acknowledge Joan Malmud and
Sandy Patrick, former editors of The Second Draft,
who are entering well-deserved emeritus status
with this issue, and have passed the baton to the
next team of editors.  Their assistance and input
in creating the concept for this issue, collecting
and organizing submissions, and in teaching us
what we needed to know to produce a finished
product, have been invaluable.   

Finally, we welcome two new editors to 
this issue, Stephanie Hartung and Samantha
Moppett, who volunteered without hesitation to
step into Joan’s and Sandy’s shoes.  We hope that
you find the teaching tools and ideas in this issue
as helpful as we did, and wish everyone a spring 
semester filled with students’ nods and “ahas” 
of understanding.

The Editors

Stephanie Hartung
Lisa Healy

Samantha Moppett
Kathleen Elliott Vinson 
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Oral Argument: Practice
Makes (Nearly) Perfect
Shailini George, Suffolk University
Law School

During my first year teaching
Legal Practice Skills, I anxiously
awaited oral arguments.  I was not
alone: many of my students were
excited to finally do some “real
lawyering.”  As a litigator, I felt
most prepared and qualified to
teach those “real lawyering” skills
I felt I possessed.

As I began preparing to teach
oral argument to my first year 
students, I thought back to my
first courtroom experiences.  What
did I do to prepare for my first

summary judgment argument, and
was my preparation successful?  I
remember my first summary judg-
ment argument vividly.  I read and
reread my brief and the cases, but
was stumped at the argument by a
question the judge posed on an
issue not covered in my brief.
Fortunately, during my years of
practice, I learned a great deal
about effective preparation from
another attorney in my firm, a sea-
soned litigator who asked me to
help him prepare to argue an
appeal before the Massachusetts
Supreme Judicial Court (“SJC”).
In that case, at the trial, my firm
had successfully defended a car
dealership against a wrongful
death claim, while a $14 million 
dollar judgment was entered
against the co-defendant car 
manufacturer.  I peppered the
attorney with questions every time
he practiced his argument.  I
attended the actual argument
before the SJC, and saw how his
preparation was rewarded.  We
had accurately predicted some of
the questions and fleshed out
weaknesses in the argument.  That
experience altered the way I pre-
pared for my own oral arguments
during my eight years of litigating,
and planted the seed for an in-
class exercise for my students. 

During my lecture on oral
argument, I told my students that
they should be prepared to receive
a number of questions from the
bench (after all those years arguing
motions, I relished the opportunity

to play judge, and I could guaran-
tee they would be arguing in front
of a “hot” bench:  me).  I suspected
that unless they were forced to
practice, most would do what I
had done in the past:  simply
reread their brief and cases.  Thus,
I used this in-class exercise to
encourage students to think
beyond the memorandum.

Each of my classes was divid-
ed nearly equally into plaintiff’s
attorneys, representing a woman
accusing her employer of sexual
harassment, and defense attorneys,
representing the company.  The
students were to argue for or
against the defendant’s motion for
summary judgment.  They were
instructed to draft a question
which they believed the judge
might ask the opposition.  The stu-
dents turned these questions, with
their names, in during the next
class.  I then called on each stu-
dent, in random order, to come to
the front of the class to answer one
of their classmate’s questions.  I
warned them that although I
would act as the chief justice by
actually asking the question, each
question would be identified as
coming from “Justice_____” (giv-
ing the student drafter’s name).  I
set no limits on what materials
could be brought to the podium.

I was nervous about what
might actually take place during
the class.  With only a few minor
glitches (discussed below), the
exercise achieved my desired goals
and more.  The primary goal of the
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Mary Barnard Ray, University of
Wisconsin Law School

“They just don’t sound professional.”
About a decade ago, I began hear-
ing this complaint from various
employers about the writing com-
ing from novice attorneys.  The
complaint was intermittent but
persistent.  Like a would-be singer
who is tone deaf, a legal writer
who lacks an instinctive ear for the
inappropriate tone must compen-
sate quickly–or seek a new profes-
sion.  The seriousness of this tone
deafness was driven home to me
when I was employed by several
legal firms to consult with employ-
ees who needed to improve the
professionalism of their documents
to avoid losing their jobs.  This
consulting experience taught me
how to help law students avoid the
problem in their future work.

The key to improving this pro-
fessional tone lay in adjusting the
writers’ word choice.  Some of
these writers, thinking that they
should write like they speak, used
contractions, current slang, and less
precise words to sound friendly.
When their employers told them
that this writing sounded unprofes-
sional, they responded by adding
scholarly terms, such as multi-syl-
labic, latinate words and unneeded
legal terms.  This response only
exacerbated the problem because
many of the contractions, current
slang, and less precise words still
remained.  Other writers began by
using the scholarly terms, but
lapsed into more informal lan-
guage when the right scholarly
term did not come to mind.  A few
writers used the scholarly terms
consistently, but received com-
plaints that their writing seemed

aloof and unfriendly.
Although words that are either

overly informal or overly formal
can create the wrong tone, using a
combination of too informal and
too formal words created the most
serious concerns.  This vacillation
between levels of formality made
the writer’s voice inconsistent,
ranging from pompous or stuffy 
to emotional or careless, as the 
following examples illustrate.
(Informal language is italicized;
arguably stuffy language is 
bolded.)

Pursuant to Wis. Stat. XXX,
statutory authority says the
Board can’t grant tenure
within a department if and
when said professor was
previously denied under
the auspices of the same
department.

Ms. Jascoviak could maybe
claim that the cruise line
breached its contract when
it denied her the right to
renegotiate her departure
time as per its promise.
Finding a cause of action
upon which to rest her
claim could turn out to be a
big job based on my research
thus far.  I did find some
things that seem to be hinting
at something feasible. 

The writers needed to choose an
acceptable level of formality and
use words that fell within that
level, which would also create a
more concise text, as the following
revisions illustrate.

The Board cannot grant
tenure to a professor who

was previously denied
tenure by the same depart-
ment in which he or she
now seeks tenure.  Wis.
Stat. XXX.

Ms. Jascoviak could claim
that the cruise line breached
its contract when it denied
her the right to change her
departure time as promised.
She could also claim 
that . . . . Ms. Jascoviak 
may have other options,
such as . . . 

Inconsistent levels of formality
are noticeable to a reader in part
because the shifts force the reader
to work harder than necessary to
understand the text.  When the
tone of a text is consistent, the
reader can often anticipate the
phrase that will follow particular
words or phrases.  The reader is
thus ready and waiting when the
information appears as anticipated.
When the tone is inconsistent,
however, the reader does not know
what to expect.  Like a pianist
accompanying a singer who drifts
off key, the reader has to adapt and
improvise to stay with the writer.

Readers also often notice incon-
sistent levels of formality because
these inconsistencies make the
reader uneasy about the writer’s
expertise.  Through word choice, a
writer conveys his or her relation-
ship to the reader and to the con-
tent.  Inconsistent levels of formali-
ty create shifts in that relationship,
so the writer appears inconsistent
in his or her view of the content.
The reader, sensing this, begins to
question the writer’s reasoning.  

Even when the content is not
called into question, inconsistent

From the Desk of the
Writing Specialist
Help for the Tone Deaf Legal Writer

u u u
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The President’s Column

Terry Jean Seligmann,
University of
Arkansas-Fayetteville

Dear Members,
My column this time is on how LWI gets me

through October.  I am writing this in mid-October, a
time of year that my LRW colleagues and I refer to as
hell month.  The first-year students are feeling the
pressure of real and practice mid-terms as they read
for class, and at the same time must research and
draft what will become their final, graded memo in
our course.  For LRW faculty it is also an intense peri-
od.  We have a pile of rewritten memos to return in
time for the students to make use of our comments as
they do their new memo drafts, and then before we
know it, we are commenting upon the new drafts,
and then conferencing for an hour with each of our
thirty plus students.  We are still preparing for and
teaching the class and another course, and helping
students in the library with their research.  Plus, all
the other aspects of the academic year are in full
swing.  So this is a time when I feel much more like
an LRW professor than an LWI officer.

Thinking about writing this message, though, I
realized how much of what I am doing is being sup-
ported by LWI and our legal writing community.  For
example, I am using a problem from the idea bank
that Ruth Anne Robbins, Sonia Green, and Mimi
Samuels created.  It is a statutory issue, and I devoted
a class session this week to a statutory exercise that
Laurel Oates posted.  In my next class I used Richard
Neumann’s discussion of conclusory, substantiating,
and comprehensive legal discussion, and then had
the students critique a sample analysis for its organi-

zation and support.  When I get to the pile of memos
this weekend, I will be commenting on them electron-
ically, using the coaching that Kristin Gerdy gave me
one morning last year by telephone.  I will be insert-
ing common comments that are saved on ClipMate, a
software program she suggested.

For twelve years now, LWI and the legal writing 
community have supported my teaching. Whatever
the skill, someone in LWI has thought about it deeply,
researched material, and synthesized it into teaching 
material better than any I could come up with on my
own.  You cannot say that about most non-LRW case-
books and their teacher manuals.   

Besides knowing it will be November when
October ends, it is this support that keeps at least this
teacher going.  I am looking forward to the AALS
meeting where we will get to honor a Golden Pen
recipient and along with ALWD, give the Thomas A.
Blackwell award to our colleague Mary Beth Beazley.
The event is scheduled for Friday, January 6, 2006
from 7-9 p.m. I have also seen the outline of the pro-
gram schedule that Tracy McGaugh and Cliff
Zimmerman have put together for the LWI
Conference in Atlanta that runs from June 7-10, 2006.  
The program includes exciting out of the box presen-
tations regarding the theme of Legal Writing On the
Move, a solid track for new teachers, and Anne
Enquist’s series of inspiring and challenging work-
shops for the Peak Years track (we vetoed the original
working title, The Last Decade of Our Careers,
although in October I feel the latter may be more
appropriate to my endurance level).  Linda Edwards
and the site committee are making arrangements for
us to enjoy each others company during the confer-
ence, too, including an event at the new Aquarium.
Stay tuned for more details this winter via brochures
and the LWI webpage.

That is all for now–productive procrastination has
its limits, and that memo pile awaits.

Sincerely,
Terry Jean Seligmann

u     u     u



consistent within a document,
these writers need to be consistent
across documents.  This consistent,
business-like tone does much to
restore their credibility with their
employers as well as with the read-
ers of individual documents.

To help writers remember this
revision step, I tell students that
this revision is like one of those
shooting games at a carnival.  They
need to look at their text carefully
and shoot any words that stick 
out, whether they are tuxedos or 
t-shirts.  By focusing on the phrase
“if it sticks out, shoot it,” the writ-
ers move away from worrying
about sounding formal enough
and toward the need to be consis-
tent.  They also move toward
developing a sense of humor about
the eternal need to edit, which
lightens the burden.

Editing for consistent levels of
formality is a small task with large
ramifications for legal writers.  It is
worth including in our editing
classes, and fortunately can be
taught quickly.  When students
understand the concept and devel-
op a table that shows alternatives
for common words they use, they
have the tools they need to avoid
criticisms about “sounding unpro-
fessional.”  Before long, they can
find editing for consistent levels of
formality to be as important as
dressing for an interview, and as
easy as shooting fish in a barrel. u

1 Some students may have word
processors that provide synonyms, 
or they may use a thesaurus as long 
as they remember to seek the familar,
business-like term over the obscure
term.

Whether the format is ALWD or
Bluebook, the students need to place
citations into the appropriate format,
and this is an easy mnemonic for the
students to use.

S: Source: First, spot the source
(case, statute, etc.) that sup-
ports the proposition set
forth in the text.  The student
should ask, “Where did I
find this information?”

I: Identify the rule: Once a stu-
dent has spotted the source,
the student can look in the
index or table of contents of
the appropriate citation man-
ual to identify the rule
regarding how to format the
citation of the source.

M: Models: After identifying the
rule in the appropriate cita-
tion manual, the student can
examine model citations that
point out the components of
a full citation.

P: Placement and pinpoint: Next,
a student should look at the
sentences to determine
where the citation should be
placed.  If the source sup-
ports the entire legal propo-
sition set forth in the sen-
tence, the student should
place the citation at the end
of the sentence. (A citation
sentence).  If, however, the
source supports only part of
the textual proposition in the
sentence, the student should
place the citation in the mid-
dle of the sentence, after the

proposition that it supports
(a citation clause).

Second, the pinpoint.  Once
the student has determined
where to place the citation,
the student should incorpo-
rate a pinpoint citation that
informs the reader exactly
where they could find the
information in the source.

L: Look at the previous citations:
At this point, the student
should look at the previous
citations to the source in the
document to consider
whether they need to pro-
vide a full citation or a short
citation.

E. Extras: Finally, the student
should consider the extras 
or details that govern cita-
tion format.  For example,
typeface conventions, spac-
ing, abbreviating, etc.

By remembering the equa-
tion and the mnemonic, hopefully,
the students will find that proper
citation form is really that SIMPLE!

Teaching the Difficult
Concept of “Respect”
Leah M. Christensen, 
University of St. Thomas Law School

As a former litigator, I use writing
problems that focus on litigation
and the adversary system.  A
recent classroom experience, how-
ever, has reminded me that reason-
ing and writing in an adversarial
setting are not the only skills a 
successful lawyer should possess
nor are they the only skills that 
we should teach in legal writing.  
In fact, a simple lesson about 
collegiality and respect between
lawyers can go a long way.

Last spring, I developed a
problem based upon a state court
of appeals case.  The case was
great for a persuasive brief assign-
ment and a subsequent student
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Quick Tip
Keep Proper
Attribution SIMPLE:A
Mnemonic for Placing
Citations in Proper
Citation Format
Brooke J. Bowman, Stetson
University College of Law
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a list of topics that mentors would be
willing to address with new members.
The committee came up with a
preliminary list of topics for mentors,
solicited experienced mentors to
address those topics, and prepared a list
for new members, which was available
initially at the 2004 LWI Conference
and thereafter will be included in the
New Member Orientation packets that
are sent to each new member.

Reading List for New Members
After discussion, the committee

decided that the best way to approach
putting together a reading list was to
solicit suggestions from the listserv.
Initially, we had some concern that we
might end up with a list that was too
long. However, that has turned out not
to be the case. As with the mentor list,
the reading list was available initially at
the 2004 LWI Conference and will be
included in the New Member
Orientation packets that are sent to
each new member.

New Member Dinners
The committee was pleased with

the idea of experienced members
offering to have dinners with new
members after the opening reception at
the last conference. However, we
thought there might be a way to get
more participation from both new and
experienced members. This has been
achieved by soliciting participation of
experienced members using the
manipulation of the pitiful, but sadly
true, story of Tracy McGaugh’s first
conference experience. This generated
a great response. These experienced
members were then paired with people
who indicated on the LWI registration
form that this was their first LWI
conference. Sixteen dinner groups were
assembled, representing a total of 32
experienced LWI members and 96 new
members.

A Departure
After four years on the

committee, two of those as chair of the
committee, Tracy McGaugh is leaving
the committee to make room for some
“new blood” with new ideas.

Tracy McGaugh, 2002-04 Chair

Outreach Committee

Our fourth Golden Pen Award was
presented to Judge Robert E. Keeton in
January 2004. A description of that
event, along with photos, appears on
the LWI website. It was the best
attended of all the award ceremonies to
date. We even had two federal judges
in the audience.

 Richard Wydick was nominated
for the 5th annual Golden Pen award,
and the committee quickly and
unanimously agreed on that choice.

 Wydick has written one of the
most successful legal-writing books of
all time—Plain English for Lawyers—so
he has obviously made an extraordinary
contribution to the cause of better legal
writing.

This award would also continue
our efforts to diversify the awards. We
have not yet recognized an influential
book on legal writing, and this seems
like a good place to start. The book
should be familiar to almost everyone
who has any interest in legal writing.

Note: The LWI Board voted to adopt
the recommendation of the Committee and
will award the Golden Pen Award to
Richard Wydick at a reception to be held on
Friday, January 7, at 7:00 p.m. at the
AALS Conference in San Francisco.

Plagiarism Committee

This year the Plagiarism Committee
added an extensive bibliography of
materials to the LWI web page. We also
have posted there current events about
plagiarism, including a news article
about Harvard faculty accused of
plagiarizing and their excuses.

Publications Committee

1. The Journal is on track.
Volumes 8 and 9 have been published.
Volume 10 is completed and in
production. Volume 11 will be the
Proceedings issue.

2. The Journal Board is in the
process of rotating. Mary Beth Beazley
will be taking over the position of

Editor-in-Chief, subject to approval of
the LWI Board of Directors. As some
senior members of the Journal Board
retire, new members will replace them.
Subject to the LWI  Board’s approval,
the new Board members will be Mary
Garvey Algero, Kenneth Chestek,
Kirsten Davis, Kristen Gerdy, Steve
Johansen, and Joel Schumm. The Board
will also be selecting Assistant Editors.

3. At the suggestion of the Journal
Board and with the approval of the
LWI Board, LWI held its first Writers
Workshop before the Seattle
conference. The Workshop was
designed to assist LWI members who
are engaged in scholarly writing for the
purposes of gaining tenure or
promotion. There were ten participants
as well as three facilitators: Steve
Johansen, Jill Ramsfield, and Lou Sirico.

Lou Sirico, 2002-04 Chair

ALWD/LWI Survey Committee

The major change in the Survey this
year was partnering with Cicada
Consulting to outsource much of the
technical work on the project.

Review of 2004 Survey
During 2003 the Survey

Committee began considering and
investigating the possibility of
outsourcing much of the work on the
ALWD/LWI survey with the intent to
make the survey data more easily
available and manipulable by ALWD
and LWI members. We hoped to move
away from reliance on the excessive
volunteer time needed to administer
and compile the survey as well as to
fulfill specific requests for customized
survey reports.

The Committee began discussions
with Cicada Consulting at the ALWD
conference in Windsor, Ontario. In
November, the Committee requested
that the boards of LWI and ALWD
approve a motion to allow the Co-
Chairs of the Survey Committee and
the Presidents of ALWD and LWI to
negotiate a contract with Cicada to
provide services beginning in

levels of formality usually lead the
reader to see the writer as less
skilled, less in control.  Literally,
the writer is not in control of his 
or her words, and readers easily
generalize this and see the writer
as not being in control of the con-
tent. The writer loses credibility,
which translates into looking less
professional.

Fortunately, the problem can 
be fixed when it is understood and
described in a way that both
employer and employee can
understand.  With a common
vocabulary, the employer can give
the employee clearer instructions
about what is needed.  Also, 
when the employee understands
the problem, he or she can edit 
to remove the tone problems
before the document reaches the
employer.  

To explain the problem of
inconsistent levels of formality, 
I use clothing as a metaphor. 
I explain the varying formality of
words and phrases by describing
them as tuxedos, t-shirts, and busi-
ness suits.  Tuxedos are the formal
words, which usually include
longer words derived from Latin
and Greek, multi-syllabic and
unfamiliar words, and nominaliza-
tions.  Tuxedos are the kind of
words used when
writing a scholarly
article intended to
impress other readers
with the writer’s 
erudition, or when
giving a formal or
scholarly speech.  
T-shirts are the kind of
words used in conver-
sation with friends
and colleagues. 
T-shirts include slang
(“botched,” “screwed
up”), exaggerated
modifiers (“awesome,”
“totally”), words with
prepositions attached

(“scoped out,” “had a hand in,”
“put up with”), tired metaphors
(“horse of a different color,”
“bomb”), abbreviations (“IMHO,”
“OK”), and contractions (“can’t”
“wouldn’t”).  Business suits are
words that avoid either extreme.
They are words that avoid driving
the reader to a dictionary and
avoid current trends in word
choice.  Business suits do not
sound dated and are likely to still
be used in ten years.  They are
identified by default; they are nei-
ther tuxedos nor t-shirts.  

When teaching this lesson in
the classroom, I begin by having
students read some of their writing
and identify phrases they use as 
T-shirts, tuxedos, or business suits.
The students then list these phras-
es on a prepared chart.  I have
them fill in alternative words or
phrases that communicate the
same idea in a different level of
formality.  Usually the younger
writers fill in the middle, business
suit level last.  The formal and
informal terms come to mind first
because they are the active speak-
ing vocabulary.  Eventually, how-
ever, they fill in the blanks and
develop a table like the one below.

Different Levels of Formality

As students develop this table,
they begin to see the difference
that wording can make.  They
begin to understand the problem
troubling the reader.  They also
begin developing a solution,
because they can use the table as a
specialized thesaurus, finding the
phrases they need to substitute for
their tuxedo and t-shirt language. 1

The focus throughout this learning
process is not on increasing or
changing the writer’s vocabulary
itself.  Writers know the business
suit words they need to use.  The
problem is simply that the business
suit word is not the first one the
writer remembers and chooses
when writing.  Evening out the
writer’s level of formality is a 
matter of replacing the first choice
with a more “suitable” word.  

The focus of learning in this
exercise is on the writer’s aware-
ness of the tone created by these
levels of formality.  When a writer
learns to discern the different tone
created by stuffy or informal
phrases, he or she knows what
phrase to substitute.  And, if the
writer has developed an extensive
table of words, he or she has the
answer close at hand.

When writers develop this
awareness of the tone created by

different words, they can
then add a check for tone
as a necessary part of the
revision process.
Somewhere after reorgan-
izing but before checking
spelling and punctuation,
the writer can add a revi-
sion pass just to check for
consistent levels of for-
mality.  For writers who
have had a problem in this
area, I suggest that they
take time to make the
needed revisions in all the
documents they write,
even their e-mail.  Just as
the writer needs to be 

CONTINUED ON PAGE 6

T-Shirt

about that case
soused, snockered,
feeling no pain, etc.
a whole bunch of
a lot of
clear up
being that, since
can’t
didn’t cut it, flunked

say that

settle on
in a jam
give a hand
gave in to

shell out

Business Casual
to Business Suit

regarding that case
drunk, intoxicated

many

explain, clarify
because
cannot
failed, did not succeed,
was ineffective
argue that

agree
have a problem
help, assist
agreed to, gave 
consent, consented to
pay, reimburse

Tuxedo

as to that case
inebriated

myriad
a great number of
elucidate
in the situation where
lacks the capacity to
was inefficacious

make the arguement
that
concur
discomfitted
facilitate
acquiesced to, acceded
to
remunerate
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same basic concept of stare decisis
or “standing by” a previous deci-
sion.   Under our common-law sys-
tem, if the same facts come before
the same court, the same decision
should be rendered.  Like cases
should be decided alike–a basic
tenet of fairness.  The previous
decisions provide guidance to peo-
ple who can adapt their behavior
accordingly, and feel a sense of sta-
bility.  Thus, stare decisis, standing
by the decision, is the legal sys-
tem’s method of providing fairness
and stability, concepts understood
by children at a basic level.

The next step in class is to tie
the concept of stare decisis to analo-
gy.  Courts do not usually get the
same facts presented again.
Lawyers must then resort to analo-
gy in showing how the precedent
case is similar in some important
way to the new case.

My task is to demonstrate that
the similarity must be critical to the
analysis, not merely a surface simi-
larity. I find that students want to
point out only factual similarities
when making an analogy. I am try-
ing to get them to understand that
the same reasoning has to apply to
the new case.

Again, the arguments of child-
hood help demonstrate that the
reasoning is used in creating an
analogy.  Child number two, a 
ten-year-old, requests that her bed-
time be changed from 9:00 until
9:30 because her older sibling,
child number one, had a bedtime
that was changed to 9:30 when she
was ten years old.  Child number
two says that it is unfair not to
have the same bedtime at the same
age.  In order to really understand
if this analogy will work, the key is
to look at why the parents made
the decision that they did for child
number one.

When child number one was
ten years old, she lobbied to have
her bedtime changed to 9:30 by
pointing out that she had no trou-
ble getting up in the morning, and
was obviously getting enough

sleep.  She made the case that a
9:30 bedtime was a good idea for
her.  Her parents decided that yes,
they could move her bedtime to
9:30 as long as she continued to be
up and out to the bus on time. The
parents clarified that their biggest
concern was that she was getting
enough sleep.

Child number two is asking for
the same treatment, but there are
some key facts that are different.
Child number two has a hard time
getting up in the morning, and has
missed the bus twice in the last
two weeks.  She complains every
morning about being too tired.

Thus, what seemed like a good
analogy (two children in the same
household at the same age asking
for the same bedtime) falls apart
when we look at why the parents
made the decision they did with
child number one. It was not bio-
logical age that was important, but
the amount of sleep needed. The
parents can make a reasoned deci-
sion and still not make the same
decision for child number two.
The students see that in order to
make a strong analogy they have
to show how the same reasoning
applies to the similar facts.

At this point, we work on a
worksheet involving a short case
and some new client facts that the
students have read for class.  On
the worksheet I ask them to list the
factual similarities between the
precedent case and the new client’s
case, and the factual differences
between the two.  Finally, the 
students must identify the reason-
ing or policy that underlies the
decision in the precedent case.  In
the following class, I will have 
students analogizing and distin-
guishing the precedent case.  When
making their arguments, the 
students refer to the reasoning or
policy of the precedent case, and
not just the factual similarities and
differences. By relating a difficult
legal concept to simple childhood
logic, students are able to visualize
and grasp analogical reasoning. u

Oral Argument: Practice
Makes (Nearly) Perfect
CONTINUED ON FROM PAGE 1

exercise was to allow students to
appreciate that good, thorough
preparation involves much more
than simply reading the brief and
cases.  Suddenly, and with only
one question before them, most
students immediately learned an
important lesson of public speak-
ing:  standing at the podium can
magically erase everything the stu-
dents thought they knew.   Most
students were forced to fall back
on what they had truly learned,
rather than reciting materials they
(thought they) had memorized.  

Another goal of the assignment
was to show students that effective
preparation includes creating an
outline or other materials to assist
them at the podium.  As I suspect-
ed, many students who walked
confidently to the podium with (1)
no materials, feeling that they had
it mastered, or (2) all the materials,
feeling that they would be able to
put their fingers on exactly what
they needed to concoct a brilliant
answer, learned a lesson regarding
what to bring to the podium.
During the actual oral arguments
some students made major
changes in what they brought 
to the podium that were quite 
successful.  

I also discovered additional
benefits.  Students identified less
obvious strengths in their own
arguments by focusing on weak-
nesses in the opposition’s argu-
ments.  Also, writing the questions
allowed each student to feel a bit
like a judge, or a “mini expert” on
the issue (as compared to the gen-
eral first-year feeling of not being
an expert on anything).  Knowing
that their name would be read
along with the question encour-
aged accountability. Many of 
the student’s questions were so
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John D. Schunk, Santa Clara University
School of Law

Last May, this country celebrated the
fiftieth anniversary of Brown v. Board of
Education, 348 U.S. 886 (1954). Many law
schools and other organizations held
forums to discuss the effects of this
seminal United States Supreme Court
decision. If one ever has a chance to
review the briefs filed in this appeal,1

one might be surprised by how the
initial Brief for the Appellants contrasts
with the way in which many first-year
law students use and cite cases in their
legal writing.

When one reads the Brief for the
Appellants in Brown, one cannot help
but be struck by its length. It is only
thirteen pages long. The legal argument
ran only from the middle of page 6 to
the top of page 13. The appellants’ legal
argument consisted of only 1638 words.
In this short space, the appellants
managed to cite the court to 37 different
cases in support of its argument.

If one contrasts this legal
argument with much of the legal writing
submitted by law students today, the
contrast would be stark. Under the
standard conversion rate used to set
word count limits for appellate briefs
(e.g., 280 words equals one page), the
legal argument in the Brief for the
Appellants would have been only 5.85
pages when double-spaced on a current
word processing software program. At

this length, the appellants’ legal
argument in Brown would barely qualify
as a “major assignment” for purposes of
the ALWD/LWI annual survey. For
this survey, “[a] major assignment is one in
which the final product is equal to or greater
than 5 pages.”

A Legal Writing Lesson from Brown v. Board of Education
How could a brief in an

important case like this be so
different from the office memoranda
and advocacy documents many law
students submit? The answer is that
the Brief for the Appellants in Brown
eschewed doing one of the things that
many legal writing textbooks suggest
students do routinely. In this instance,
the Brief for the Appellants could
cite 37 cases in less than 1650 words
because it did not provide short
summaries or synopses of the cases it
cited. Many students today feel
compelled to “recount the relevant
facts of the precedents” or to include
lengthy “descriptions of the
analogous cases.”

Possibly, the Brief for the
Appellants in Brown can remind legal
writing teachers of the importance of
the judgment students should use in
selecting how to use cases in any legal
analysis. Generally, students can use a
case in one of three ways in their legal
writing.2 First, students can use a case
for a general proposition only. This
requires students to state only the
general proposition and cite the case.
Second, students can use a case for a
general proposition while using a
parenthetical for illustration. For this,
the student states the general
proposition, cites the authority, and adds
a parenthetical with information
designed to help the reader understand
the authority’s application. Third,

students can use a case for a general
proposition and then develop an in-text
summary as an example. This method
requires the most writing. Here,
students state a general proposition and
then provide an in-text summary ranging
from a few lines to an entire paragraph.

The difference between the
Brief for the Appellants in Brown and
much of the legal writing first-year
law students submit can be found in
the different judgment about which of
these three techniques should be
used most often. The appellants’
attorneys in Brown relied mainly on
the first method to make a
constitutional argument citing 37
cases in less than six pages. Many law
students feel compelled to use the
third method almost to the exclusion
of the first two methods. This makes
their writing much longer. Students
using this third method routinely can
find it difficult to write an office
memorandum using only three or four
cases in less than eight pages.

If law schools seek to teach
future attorneys how to write concise
legal arguments, the Brief for the
Appellants in Brown can serve as a
reminder that winning legal arguments
need not be long arguments.

1 This case went to the United States
Supreme Court on an appeal from the
judgment of a three-judge district court
in Kansas. It did not arrive at the court
through the granting of a petition for a
writ of certiorari.

2 The summary of these three
techniques borrows much from the
description used by Linda Edwards in
Legal Writing: Process, Analysis, and
Organization 135 (3d ed., Aspen L. &
Bus. 2002). Another helpful description
of techniques and reasons for varying
the depth of case analysis appears in
Richard K. Neumann, Jr., Legal Reasoning
and Legal Writing: Structure, Strategy, and
Style (4th ed., Aspen L. & Bus. 2001), at
pages 99-104.

[T]he appellants’ legal argument in Brown would barely qualify as a “major
assignment” for purposes of the ALWD/LWI annual survey...How could a
brief in an important case like this be so different from the office memoranda
and advocacy documents many law student submit?

oral argument because it was
flashy, interesting, and had many
policy implications.  Shortly into
the semester, I learned that the
state supreme court had accepted
the case for review and had sched-
uled oral arguments for the fourth
week in the semester.  I had a deci-
sion to make.  Should I allow the
problem to evolve alongside the
actual case?  Or, should I pull the
plug?  I chose to go forward.  
Of course, potential pitfalls always
exist when you create a problem
based upon a real-life case.  In the
end, I found that the
benefits of using a
problem based upon
a real case out-
weighed any poten-
tial hassles.  And, I
was able to bring the
true “work” of lawyers into my
classroom.

Our class attended oral argu-
ments at the state supreme court.
We witnessed how the attorneys
presented their cases to the court
and how the justices questioned
the attorneys.  Shortly thereafter, I
invited the lawyers to our class.
We listened to the oral arguments
on tape.  At various times through-
out the argument, the lawyers
would stop the tape and discuss
what the court’s questions meant
to them and to their clients, or how
they felt about a particular ques-
tion.  

My students had their own oral
arguments about two weeks later,
so they were particularly interested
in any tips our visitors might have
on oral argument preparation and
strategy.  The lawyers confided to
my students that they practiced
their arguments for many hours,
revised their arguments endlessly,
and held practice sessions with
other members of their firm to
ensure they were well-prepared.
They gave us copies of their notes
and outlines.  We all laughed
because the outlines they had pre-

pared were completely different
from the questions the court asked
them.    

We also watched the attorneys
compliment each other.  One attor-
ney told the other that he
answered the question “well.”  The
other attorney complimented the
first attorney on giving a “thought-
ful” and “well-reasoned” response.
We witnessed them laughing at
themselves and at each other, mak-
ing remarks that they “had no idea
how to answer that one” or that
they “felt completely unprepared.”

When class
concluded, I
knew my stu-
dents had
learned a
great deal
about how to

prepare for oral argument.  My
students, however, learned some-
thing more.  They saw that lawyers
can have different opinions, repre-
sent different clients, and argue
zealously for their position.  Yet,
lawyers can do all this and still
treat each other with respect.  

One of the most important
skills we can teach our students is
to treat each other, their clients,
and their opposition with respect.
Perhaps the best way to teach
respect is to model the behavior
ourselves.  As professors, we can
treat our students respectfully,
grade their papers fairly, and pro-
vide a respectful classroom experi-
ence that allows for open discus-
sions of all viewpoints.  We can
also use “real-world” experiences
to enrich our classroom.  Your stu-
dents will love the experience and
it will allow you to illustrate that
lawyers need more than just their
legal skills to succeed.  They need
respect as well.  

My students did an amazing
job with their own oral arguments.
They were articulate, well-pre-
pared, and thoughtful.  And, most
importantly, they treated each

other with respect.  I cannot help
but think that they modeled what
they witnessed in that special class.
u

Stare Decisis and Analogy
from a Child’s Perspective
Sheila Miller, University of Dayton
School of Law

Analogical reasoning is one of the
most basic and important types of
reasoning that lawyers use.  Early
on in the first semester, I tie the
concept of stare decisis and analogy
together and point out that even
children use this type of reasoning.
I like to start with stare decisis
because it helps explain why
lawyers use analogies.

First, I teach the concept of
stare decisis.  I explain that it’s fun –
students can impress friends and
family with a nice Latin term:  “I
learned about the concept of stare
decisis today.”  Nonetheless, the
basic doctrine of stare decisis is
something every child understands
and uses in front of the judge
known as Mom or Dad.

Think back to when you were a
child and think about a typical
plea to your parents that might
have gone something like this:
“My 11th birthday is coming up
and I want to have 11 kids at my
party because when my older sis-
ter turned 11, she had a party with
11 kids.”  Children have an inher-
ent sense of fairness, thinking:  “If
someone else in the family got a
certain privilege at a certain age,
then I am going to get the same
thing.  I deserve to be treated the
same.  I have been waiting to turn
11 for two years and I have been
counting on having this party.  I
have told all 11 potential guests
that they are going to be invited.  
It is not fair if you change the 
rules when I have been counting
on them.”

I point out that this concept of
like cases being decided alike is the

In fact, a simple lesson
about collegiality and
respect between lawyers
can go a long way.
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The Next Step

Steven D. Schwinn, University of Maryland School of Law

About a year and a half ago, as part of a writing program
evaluation, a clinical professor—and one of my dear
colleagues and friends—had this to say about legal writing
and analysis in the law school: “We teach our students how to
apply the law, but we ought to be teaching our students how to
create the law.” I must confess that I did not appreciate the full
import of his statement until he and I took up his challenge
and together created an upper-level writing course in which
we demanded that our students do just that: create the law.

Our idea was simple, perhaps even obvious, for two
faculty—a legal writing professor and a clinical professor—
who sought to collaborate: we would carve out a special
section of a required upper-level Appellate Advocacy writing
course to work hand-in-hand with an upper-level Post-
Conviction Clinic on a case involving an innocent man
serving a life sentence who had been incarcerated more than
30 years and who had apparently exhausted his post-
conviction remedies. The
collaboration was a quid
pro quo: the post-
conviction clinic (and,
importantly, our client)
received the much-needed
support of 25 additional
students from the writing
course and, in exchange,
students in the writing course received a singular educational
opportunity to work with a live, complex case.

We structured the Appellate Advocacy course around
concrete issues that we identified as central to our client’s
case, and we assigned each issue to a team of four students,
with two students on each side. Because the course was
Appellate Advocacy, we added a hypothetical trial court order
denying a petition for post-conviction relief to the otherwise
original, unaltered case file. This twist did not change the
substance of our students’ work; it simply placed that work in
a hypothetical appellate court (where our client’s post-
conviction petition likely would have landed, anyway). We
met with students as a class and separately by issue each week
over the course of the semester to monitor and guide their
progress. We required students to draft an appellate brief on
their issue, to make an oral argument, and to rewrite their
brief based on our feedback and additional research. We then
fed the results of our students’ work into the work of the
clinic on the actual post-conviction petition and related
petitions for relief.

Our students’ issues ran the gamut from substantive
bases for post-conviction relief—such as ineffective
assistance of counsel in the original criminal case and in the

Clinic Collaborations and Creating the Law In Upper-Level
Writing Courses

original criminal appeal—to procedural questions arising out
of the posture of the case. Perhaps the most interesting issue
from a pedagogical standpoint turned out to be the question
related to the interests of justice: Could our client’s case be
reopened “in the interests of justice” even after 30 years and
apparently exhausted post-conviction processes? The
Maryland Post-Conviction Act, like many similar acts,
contains this generic catch-all exception of “the interests of
justice” for extraordinary and unforeseen circumstances.

The problem was that nobody knew what that phrase
meant. There was no case law interpreting this phrase, and the
legislative history was scant and indeterminate. Not
surprisingly, the situation led to extreme frustration. (At one
point our students even complained that we were deliberately
hiding the ball—that we (the faculty) must know the answer to
the problem!) But our students also exhibited flashes of
inspiration: they turned to “the interests of justice” in other
statutory contexts, they looked to other jurisdictions, and they
crafted policy arguments out of what little legal authority they

could find. They
constructed arguments
by piecing together
disparate and unrelated
authority and by using
their creativity. In short,
they created the law.

In deconstructing
this experience, it

occurred to us that the defining characteristic of these
students’ issue—and, indeed, each student’s assigned issue in
this case, to varying degrees—was that we (the faculty) did
not already know the answer. (And for many issues, like the
“interests of justice,” the answer simply did not exist.) Nor
did we know the arguments. We didn’t even have immutable
ideas about how to approach these complex questions.

It occurred to us further that we did not already know
the answers because we did not create the problem. We did
not write the legal documents and transcripts, we did not
define the issues, and we did create the case file with the
benefit of prior exhaustive legal research. In other words, we
did not do the kind of leg work that we legal writing faculty
customarily do when we create problems or simulations for
our students. Instead, we took the actual case file as it existed
(and was developed through factual research over the course
of the semester), distributed it to our students, and worked
with them as partners in a collaborative, problem-solving
team.

 This approach pushed our upper-level students beyond
the primary skills in analysis and argumentation that they
developed in their first year. Our students moved beyond
their roles as passive interpreters of the law in a synthetic,

Maybe it sticks, maybe it 
doesn’t.  I recently ran into a 
former student who had just 
finished a federal clerkship and 
is off to begin work at a large law
firm in Philadelphia.  He told me,
unsolicited, that the Rule 11 exer-
cise from my class remained a
vivid image for him, and that dur-
ing his clerkship, the first thing he
did before confronting a set of
briefs was to diagram the statute
or rule at issue.  I am glad the dia-
gramming exercise helped him, but
I suppose, too, that if any statute is
going to “stick” in the mind of a
law school graduate about to begin
practicing law, Rule 11 is not a bad
image. u

Linking Oral Argument
With Brief Redrafting 
to Communicate the
Importance of a
Persuasive Theory of 
the Case
Tracy L. Bach, Vermont Law School

Many advocates will tell you that
having a persuasive theory of your
case is important.  This founda-
tional “idea” for judicial decision-
making presents “a view of the
facts and law–intertwined togeth-

er–that justifies a decision in the
client’s favor and motivates a court
to make that decision.”1 The theory
of the case must convey the “big
idea” or “core of [the] case” in a
clear and focused manner. 2

Steven Stark sets the scene well:

Say a judge is sitting in
chambers and a col-
league asks what your
case is about. The judge
describes the case in
one sentence.  Then 
the colleague asks who
should win.  The judge
responds with another
sentence, maybe two.
Your whole brief is an
attempt to control the
substance of those two
or three sentences.3

I communicate the difficult
concept of developing a persuasive
theory of the case by structuring
the drafting deadlines in a way
that brings to life the more theoret-
ical advice.  Specifically, I overlap
the practice oral argument with the
two-week period between the con-
ference on the critiqued first draft
and the final product’s submission
deadline.  In this manner, students
have a real–even stark–look into
their audience’s concerns, as artic-
ulated by the bench.  By listening
to the questions and fashioning
responses that both offer the
specifics and relate them to the
overarching persuasive themes of
the case, my Appellate Advocacy
students return to their redrafting
with new ideas for organization
and emphasis, as influenced by
their theory of the case.

First, some context.  Vermont
Law School has a three-semester
writing program that begins with 
a two-credit introduction to legal
research, analysis, and writing 
in the first semester.  It then 
progresses to a three-credit Legal

Writing II course that moves from
predictive to persuasive writing.
In the third semester, we focus
exclusively on persuasive writing,
by having students argue a pend-
ing United States Supreme Court
case.  Hence, our third-semester
law students have been exposed to
rhetorical concepts about persua-
sion for a year.  Often summer
work reinforces these ideas.
Nonetheless, it can be difficult to
get students to rise above the
admittedly difficult task of master-
ing the factual record and relevant
case law and think more broadly
about the underlying themes that
could influence a court to rule in
their client’s favor. 

The insights that oral argument
questions provide can confirm a
persuasive theory, root out an
unpersuasive one, or suggest how
to fine tune one somewhere in
between.  My Appellate Advocacy
students have an opportunity to
discover these insights as they pre-
pare to present their first moot
court argument.  I play the role of
judge, along with another pair of
student advocates, who will argue
the case next.  I deliberately ask an
array of questions, ranging from
broad policy concerns to applica-
tion of case law to nitty-gritty facts.
I keep notes on their responses and
videotape the sessions, which stu-
dents are required to view.  After
both pairs of student advocates
have argued, I give individual
feedback to all four students,
pointing out common strengths
and areas for improvement, often
using elements of individual argu-
ments to illustrate my specific
points.  Most importantly, I point
out when students have persua-
sively enunciated a theory of the
case and done so by linking it to
specific facts, case law, or both.
Because this practice session
requires students to judge as well
as argue the case, they experience

The Next Step
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good that I did not have to prepare
many questions of my own to 
ask during the graded argument 
(a side benefit that I had not
expected).

Of course, the students were
not the only ones to learn a lesson
from this exercise.  If I were to do
this exercise again, I would prepare
more of my own questions and
bring those to class as well.  There
was a bit of repetition in the stu-
dent’s questions, i.e., more than a
few students asked specifically
about the “totality of the circum-
stances” factors, or about a particu-
lar factual weakness in plaintiff’s
case.  Also, some students prepared
very confusing questions which
were unnecessarily difficult to
answer (though not unlike facing a
judge who is unfamiliar with your
case or the relevant law).  Overall,
the excellent level of preparation
exhibited by the students when
they argued before the Honorable
Justice George (me), convinced me
that the exercise actually did put
my students on the right “real
lawyer” track. u

Using Federal Rule of Civil
Procedure 11 to Teach
Statutory Construction
Amy Montemarano, 
Rutgers-Camden Law School

Rule 11 of the Federal Rules of
Civil Procedure is well suited to an
early-semester exercise in teaching
statutory construction.  Not only
does the statute diagram well, but
it also serves as an early introduc-
tion to the students’ professional
responsibilities.

For this exercise on statutory
construction, I tell the students to
bring a copy of Rule 11 to class. 
I tell them how to find it in the
library using the index to the
United States Code.  Finding the
statute teaches them a few things:

(1) it develops their understanding
of the different sources of law, and
how to find those sources in the
library;  (2) it brings to life a real
source of law–the federal statutory
code; and (3) it shows them that
many of the rules of law they are
learning in their first-year civil pro-
cedure class are not amorphous
concepts, but instead are actually
written down somewhere and
arranged in a particular order.

At first glance, Rule 11 at 665
words, four subsections, seven sub-
sections, and four sub-sub-sections,
can seem as complex and impene-
trable as some of the cases the stu-
dents have been reading.  In class, I
immediately ask a student to tell
me what the statute says.  I usually
get a few quickly raised hands, and
a few answers that start off strong
before petering out, their organiza-
tion lost. Then, I suggest diagram-
ming the statute to break it down
into its essential terms.  I draw
columns on the board:  Elements,
Causal Term, Result, and
Exceptions or Conditions. The stu-
dents call out terms as I place them
in the proper column. Within a few
minutes, the students have an aha!
moment about how the statute
works:  Any document filed with
the court must be signed by the
attorney;  that signature means the
attorney is making four very
important representations about
the integrity of that document; and
if those representations are untrue,
the court can punish that attorney,
which includes imposing monetary
sanctions.

This is how Rule 11 can be 
diagrammed:

Elements:
- Any document filed with 

the court
- Must be signed by attorney 

or party
- Signature = four representations 

( (1) no improper purpose; 
(2) warranted by existing law; 

(3) allegations have evidentiary 
support; and (4) denials have 
evidentiary support)

Casual Term:
- If court determines that 

representations are untrue

Result:
- Court may impose sanctions 

(on attorney, party, or firm)
- May include nonmonetary 

directives, penalty to court, and 
payment to opposing party

Exceptions or Conditions:
Conditions:
- Party must notify other side 

before filing and give 
opportunity to withdraw

- Limited to what is sufficient to 
deter similar conduct

Exceptions:
- Cannot impose monetary penalty

on represented party for 
ignorance of law

- Court cannot impose monetary 
penalty on its own initiative after
party dismisses

- Does not apply to discovery 
violations

After a bit of classroom discus-
sion about judicial oversight of a
lawyer’s behavior, the students
have another, more sobering “aha!”
moment.  They realize the serious
obligations they are about to
accept, and the scrutiny with which
the judiciary holds them to those
obligations.  When we discuss the
monetary sanctions that courts can
impose for violations of Rule 11, a
student always asks, the court can’t
fine me personally, can it? When I
answer that yes, courts can and do
just that, it is in that following
moment of quiet disbelief that I
hope they are starting to feel a little
bit more like lawyers, and less like
graduate students.  I tell them their
obligations under Rule 11 start
now.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 10

                    



prised that there was a Step 4(b)!  I
had them working in groups, and I
watched as each group diligently
listed their facts in Steps 2 and 3,
struggled with writing a fact-com-
parison sentence in Step 4(a), and
then stopped as they reached Step
4(b) and said–some of them out
loud–“Oops.  Now she wants us to
put more facts here?!  Like what?”
When I realized that they were all
stuck and asked why, they told me
that they thought that the entirety
of the fact comparison was, and
should be, made in the single 
comparison sentence that I was
calling Step 4(a); and that any facts
that they couldn’t jam into that 
single sentence should just be
abandoned.  Essentially, they were
boiling down their analyses to the
single, bare-bones statement of the
comparison or distinction, and 
ending the analysis where it should
have started.

Once I understood the prob-
lem, I explained to the class that
they should go back to Step 4(a)
and state the initial point of com-
parison as the launching-off point
for analyzing all the facts that they
had listed in Steps 2 and 3, and
then write as many more sentences
as were necessary to discuss and
analyze all of those facts.  Then,
and only then, should they pro-
ceed to applying the reasoning and
concluding the analogy.  We ran
out of class time before they com-
pleted the exercise, but I thought
that the students left with a better
understanding of what I meant
when I scribbled “too conclusory”
and “more facts.”  And I finally
understood why, despite my
repeated scribbles, they had not
been able to add more facts and be
less conclusory in the past.

The proof, they say, is in the
pudding, which in this case was
the students’ rewritten appellate
briefs.  Of course, the A paragraphs
weren’t perfect:  there was still

room for more facts; and there was
still a tendency for the students to
focus only on their affirmative
arguments, without distinguishing
negative facts or dealing with
counterarguments.  But I am
happy to say that the level of detail
and discussion of the facts was
much, much better–apparently,
because they finally believed that it
was “O.K.” for them to write more
than one comparison sentence.  I
am now trying to make use of my
new understanding in my first-
year teaching.  While I still teach
analogies as a step-by-step
process of identifying com-
parable facts and then
explaining how those facts
matter, I’m trying to be more
flexible in how I describe
each of those steps to the
students.  And 
I plan to use this exercise, or
a modified version of it, at
some point during this fall
semester, when the ILs are
fairly comfortable with the
Rs and Es, and when, in past years,
I would have begun scribbling
“too conclusory” and “more facts”
in the margins of their drafts. u

1 In our program, we use the
“CREAC” paradigm for legal analysis:
Conclusion, Rule, Explanation of rule,
Application of rule, Conclusion.
2 I would be happy to provide a 
copy of the full exercise to anyone
interested.

Teaching Citation
Thoroughly: A Case for
Using Classroom
Assessment
Tamara Herrera, Arizona State
University College of Law

I am always a bit insecure about
how I communicate difficult mate-
rial to my students––especially in
the first semester when all skills
are new.  I am never sure if the stu-

dents understand what I am 
saying, especially when I first
teach citation.  Usually I spend 
fifteen minutes explaining the rule
regarding citation frequency only
to look out at a sea of faces staring
blankly back at me.  Fortunately, 
I used a classroom assessment
technique this semester to change
this scene.

I first learned about classroom
assessment techniques during
Colleen Barger’s keynote presenta-
tion at this year’s Rocky Mountain
Regional Legal Writing

Conference.  I found her sugges-
tions for techniques designed to
give the professor immediate feed-
back to be best for teaching diffi-
cult new skills, such as citation.
The technique I chose to use this
semester was “polling.”  To use
this technique, I gave each student
a green index card and a pink
index card.  Then, I presented a
legal memorandum on the projec-
tion screen; the memorandum con-
tained no citations.  The instruc-
tions for the exercise were simple:
after I finished reading each sen-
tence of the memorandum, I
would ask the students if a citation
was needed for that sentence.
Subsequently, the students would
hold up a green card for “yes” and
a pink card for “no.”  By looking
out at a sea of colored index cards,
instead of the sea of blank faces, 
I was able to quickly ascertain
whether the students understood
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are doing it,” continues to plague many students beyond the
first year. My experience teaching Client Counseling and
Advanced Appellate Advocacy, both upper level elective
courses, has afforded me the opportunity of being with
perplexed students when the pieces of the puzzle begin to
take shape and they recognize the hows and whys of legal
writing.

One such opportunity arose during a Client
Counseling course. This course is well received by the
students because it brings into the learning mix the interac-
tions between people as opposed to the more passive aspects
of classroom learning. It is also fun to teach. It consists of
three components: client interviewing, client counseling, and
negotiating. I create problem sets that begin with a client
interview, proceed through a counseling session, and result
in one or more negotiation sessions. It is during these client
interviews that I see how students have taken the lessons
learned from writing the facts in memorandum and briefs
and apply those lessons while collecting facts and impres-
sions. What I learned was that the students were more
engaged in the collecting and cataloging of facts when there
was a question and answer session with the client as op-
posed to handing students fact sheets. I also saw an in-
creased interest in, and much improved, legal analysis when
the students were challenged by questions from the client in
the counseling session. I began to look for a means by
which I could bring the client into the first semester legal
writing class. The use of technology seemed to provide a
partial and exciting answer to my quest.

The client counseling course had about the same
number of students as did a single section of legal writing,
so the number of students did not pose any difficulty.
However, in the legal writing course I generally had two or
three sections, all working with the same problem. In order
to bring some of the realism of a client interview into the
legal writing course, I created a video of an interview,
converted the interview tape to a digital file, and placed the
digital file on a webpage. This gave all my legal writing
students access to exactly the same information. They could
review the interview as often as they liked and they could

control the interview in real time so that they could take
notes. I truly enjoyed the experience of being able to
respond to student questions regarding the content of the
“interview” by posing the question “What did the client
say?” and thereby re-directing the student back to the client
rather than a fact sheet.

The video greatly reduced the possibility that a
student would miss or misunderstand any of the facts given
by the client. The video also eliminated the anxiety of
students who feared they did not hear something in the
interview or that they had heard the information wrong. I
saw an increase in the quality of the writing as reflected in
more complete, yet succinct, fact sections in their memo-
randa. The student comments regarding the videos were
very encouraging, as well. The experience was not exactly
the same as the live client interview but the uniformity in
delivery of the information overrode other concerns. The
formula was balanced: The students were happier and more
interested, and I was presented with better and more
interesting documents.

Another opportunity to see pieces of the puzzle
begin to come together occurred during Advanced Appellate
Advocacy. Enrollment in this course is between eight and
fifteen students. The course focuses on the appellate
process but, out of necessity, begins with a review of the
trial process. I have encouraged other faculty members to
join me in the classroom so the students could gain from
experiences in addition to mine. One visitor explains the
process of preserving error during trial in order to mount an
effective appeal. Another visitor explains the process of
filing the appeal. This collaboration with other faculty
members and the discussions regarding the trial process
often suggest details that I have never experienced.

Because I found the collaborative work interesting,
I was able to transfer that interest to my first-year students
and their efforts in dealing with both legal writing issues
and, eventually, the appellate issues, in their analysis and
discussions. I found that students more willingly and
enthusiastically discussed the appellate brief issues when I
introduced more appellate practice into the course.

In summary, the use of technology to bring clients
and upper level course experiences into the legal writing
classroom makes teaching legal writing more interesting to
me and for my students. The opportunity to teach upper
level elective courses allows me to reflect on the interac-
tions between the multiple subject matters the students will
see in law school and how this integration finds its way into
the practice of law.

Upper Level Experiences
Continued from page 11

[T]eaching Client Counseling and Advanced Appellate
Advocacy, both upper level elective courses, has afforded
me the opportunity of being with perplexed students
when the pieces of the puzzle begin to take shape... By looking out at a sea of 

colored index cards, instead 
of the sea of blank faces, I 
was able to quickly ascertain
whether the students 
understood the citation 
frequency rules.

[Not Just] For Newer Teachers:
Bringing Upper Level Course Experiences Into the Legal Writing Course

constructed simulation, as they were coming out of their first
year. Our first-year hypotheticals and simulations, as rich and
realistic as they are, are constructed upon the very legal
authority that we expect our students to use to analyze or
argue their problems. But if our first-year problems are
constructed upon their own answers, they leave little room
for students to develop as more active creators of the law.
There is little there to create.

In contrast, our upper-level approach—with all its
uncertainty and potential frustration for our students—
ultimately empowered them as active agents in the law-making
process. The course challenged them to develop
sophisticated, upper-level skills to deal with—and, indeed,
thrive upon—the inherent indeterminacy of live-client
practice and unsettled law. Students transcended their basic,
first-year skills in application and argumentation to develop a
richer, more complete set of skills that included creative
problem-solving and creative argumentation. In this process,
we shared many “light-bulb moments” in the course, where
students visibly understood the shift in their roles and began
to become comfortable as creators of law.

This collaboration between the upper-level writing course
and clinic, then, had a variety of benefits, from helping to better
serve a client to introducing upper-level writing students to the
challenges of live-client practice. And similar collaborations
could have even more copious benefits. But the singular benefit
of this offering was to empower students to develop from
passive interpreters to active creators of the law. In this respect,
we certainly met my colleague’s challenge that “we ought to be
teaching our students how to create the law.”

Post Script: After this article was written, we learned that our work
led to the governor’s commutation of our client’s life sentence. After 36 years
in prison, a wrongly convicted Mr. Walter Arvinger went free.

noticing the landscape. But every so often, I come over
the crest of a hill in the late afternoon, and the light
bathes the trees and hills with soft colors that lift my
heart and make me glad to be in that spot at that moment.

I’m also lucky enough to spend some time each year
on a beach on Cape Cod on Martha’s Vineyard Sound,
where there is nothing but lapping water as far as I can
look. Without a boat, that’s as far as I go—looking at the
horizon from the sand.

Coming to an LWI conference always affects me as
a teacher the way living with these landscapes does as a
person. As I start my twelfth year teaching legal writing, I
will enter a familiar place and teach material I know well.
My students will struggle in the same ways that those
preceding them have struggled. Some of my classes will
go well, some will bomb, and I will not be able to predict
which. But some of the presentations I go to in the next
few days will shine a new kind of light on what I teach
and how I teach it. What I take home with me and bring to
my teaching will help me have that feeling of cresting the
hill and seeing the trees and the hillside anew more often
when I go back into my classroom.

When I go to other presentations, it will be like
looking out at an ocean, which I have no idea how to
approach or traverse and may never even have thought I
would want to. By the end of the program, though, I will
have been given my first sailing lessons. If and when I am
ready to leave the beach, I’ll have a chance of navigating
through those waters.

 I hope that this conference helps you as it has
always helped me—that your horizons are sharpened and
expanded and that you leave with renewed friendships,
information, and energy as legal writing professionals.

Looking at the Horizon
Continued from page 1

Timothy D. Blevins, Barry University
Inspired by the theme of the last issue of The Second Draft—What
Keeps Us Going?—Tim Blevins wrote that getting fresh teaching
ideas from working with upper-level students allows him to reach his
first-year students in new and interesting ways. Working with students
at a later stage of their legal education also gives him insight into
techniques that will be helpful to students just starting out. If “The
Next Step” has inspired you to think about teaching an upper-level
course, this column may give you some more food for thought: namely,
that teaching second- and third-year students gives you new ideas to
bring back to the legal writing classroom.

Teaching upper level courses is similar, for me, to
placing the proper punctuation at the end of a sentence. The
story goes on, but the thought is complete. The first semes-
ter of legal writing provides unique challenges to both
students and professor—challenges that are replaced by new
ones by the time the students move into upper-level courses.
Some first semester comments, such as “I didn’t know it
would be this hard,” give way to upper-level concerns
regarding the exam schedules. A more perplexing remark,
however, “I don’t understand what we are doing or why we

CONTINUED ON PAGE 12
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this lesson in stereo. 
The 2005-2006 academic year

marks my first decade of teaching
Appellate Advocacy at Vermont
Law School.  During these ten
years, I have repeatedly heard stu-
dents say that the light bulb went
on when they argued the case oral-
ly.  I have watched first drafts
metamorphose from solid recita-
tions of applicable law and fact to
persuasive tours de force as students
reorganize arguments and sharpen
their well-reasoned arguments to
bring home the “big idea.”  By
linking oral argument with written
argumentation, I help students to
see the link between the bread and
butter law and facts and the indis-
pensable theory of the case.  In
other words, to communicate this
difficult concept, I let their actions
speak louder than my words. u

1Richard K. Neumann, Jr., LEGAL
REASONING AND LEGAL WRITING:
STRUCTURE, STRATEGY, AND STYLE 305
(5th ed. 2005).
2Steven D. Stark, WRITING TO WIN:
THE LEGAL WRITER 64 (1999).
3Id. at 65.

Teaching Difficult
Concepts: Teaching
Students To Write
Specific, Detailed
Analogies
Julie A. Baker, 
Suffolk University Law School

Having taught legal writing for
more than five years now, I have
found that one of the most difficult
skills to teach students is how to
write specific, detailed analogies in
the “A” sections of their memos or
briefs.1 Over time, most students
become very good at articulating
rules and explaining how those
rules work in detailed “E” para-
graphs.  But then, they rush
through the application of those

rules to the facts of the case, often
stating only conclusions, with no
analysis or explanation of how
they have reached those conclu-
sions.  I had always thought that
this was primarily a “1-L prob-
lem,” which would resolve itself as
the students got more practice and
became more experienced legal
writers.  But when I began teach-
ing Advanced Legal Writing and
Drafting, I discovered that my
upper-level students were strug-
gling with the same inability to
write detailed, fact-specific analo-
gies in the argument sections of
their appellate briefs.

After writing “too conclusory”
and “more facts” in the margins of
the first drafts and getting only
frustrated stares in response, I
developed an exercise intended to
walk the upper-
level students
through each step
of writing a
detailed, fact-spe-
cific application
paragraph.2 The
exercise started
with a sample E
paragraph
explaining two
cases on one point
of law.  Then, the students were
asked to complete a series of steps:

Step 1:  Write a thesis 
sentence stating the 
argument to be analyzed/
proved in this A paragraph.
Step 2:  List all the facts of
your case that are compara-
ble to the facts of Case A.
Then, list any contrasting
facts.
Step 3:  Repeat Step 2 for
Case B.
Step 4:  Now, you are ready
to begin writing the analo-
gies to Case A and Case B.
(a) Write a sentence

BROADLY identifying

the point of compari-
son/contrast between
your case facts and the
facts of Case A (e.g.,
Like in Case A, where
____, here ______).
(b) Then, write as

many more sentences as
are necessary to dis-
cuss/analyze/argue
*ALL* the facts of your
case that you identified
in Step 2 as comparable
or contrasting to Case
A’s facts.

Step 5:  Write a sentence
concluding the analogy to
Case A.
Step 6:  Repeat Steps 4 and
5 for Case B.

When we did the exercise in

class, all of us–including me–made
an amazing (legal writing-wise)
discovery.  Going in, I was con-
vinced that the students had sim-
ply not thought broadly enough
about the key facts of the case and
how they could persuasively argue
and analyze each of those facts in
light of the applicable law.  I
thought that by first having to list
all those facts in Steps 2 and 3,
before being told to actually write
the analogies, they would see that
those were the facts they needed 
to detail in Step 4(b).  Then, 
I thought, the problem would 
be solved.

What I found out, though, was
that they were completely sur-

CONTINUED ON PAGE 12

Essentially, they were boiling
down their analyses to the single,
bare-bones statement of the 
comparison or distinction, and
ending the analysis where it
should have started.

                                                           



Beyond “Maybe” and
Why: Identifying
Arguments, Counter-
Arguments, and a Sound
Conclusion
Rebekah Hanley, University of Oregon
School of Law

Some of my students struggle to
get beyond “maybe,” perhaps lack-
ing the confidence to arrive at a
legal conclusion.  Other students
jump into an advocate’s role, fail-
ing to address important counter-
arguments in their analysis.  This
year, I tried a new in-class exercise
to help students in both of these
groups develop a thorough, objec-
tive analysis and strong conclu-
sion.

After they read the facts and
legal authorities in their closed
memorandum universe and we
briefly discussed the main issues
and the operative rules, I put them
in groups of three.  I asked them to
brainstorm together about poten-
tial “arguments.”  I suggested that
they collaborate to make two lists
for each issue:  one list of argu-
ments, based on the relevant
authorities, that supported a “yes”
conclusion, and another list of
arguments, also based on the rele-
vant authorities, that supported a
“no” conclusion.  I drew a chart on
the white board to guide their
group work.

Once they completed their lists,
I asked them to evaluate the rela-
tive strength of each list.  How
many arguments supported each
potential conclusion?  How con-

vincing was each argument?  How
important were similarities and
differences they identified between
the client’s facts and the facts in
the precedent cases?  How close
was the connection between each
argument and the relevant legal
authority, and what was the
weight of the authority upon
which each argument relied?  How
well did each argument hold up
against common sense or the
straight-face test?  

I told them that their list evalu-
ation revealed their conclusion:  if
more or stronger arguments sup-
ported the “no” conclusion than
supported the “yes” conclusions,
“no” was their conclusion.  If the
“yes” list was also fairly devel-
oped, the boldest conclusion stu-
dents could comfortably reach
might be “probably no”; if the
“yes” list was short, perhaps stu-
dents might assert a stronger con-
clusion.

I continued by suggesting that
the items listed below the “no”
conclusion were their arguments,
and the items listed below the
“yes” conclusion were, therefore,
the counterarguments that they
might anticipate.  And I reminded
them that to persuade their memo-
randum readers that their analysis
is thorough and their conclusion is
sound, they need to explicitly men-
tion the potential counterargu-
ments they considered in reaching
their conclusion.

My goal was to encourage
them to think creatively, thought-
fully, and thoroughly about poten-
tial arguments advocates on both
sides might advance before decid-
ing what a court would likely hold.
The students seemed to enjoy the
exercise.  I’ll know later this semes-
ter whether it helped improve the
quality of their written analysis. u

Starting With the
Familiar: Using the
Desegregation Cases to
Learn About Extracting
the Law from Cases
Danielle Shelton, Drake Law School

As attorneys-to-be, our students
need to learn early on how to iden-
tify and extract the law from cases.
But how do we teach this essential,
yet difficult, skill?  I teach students
that when they read through a case,
they are looking for the law in two
different forms:  the case’s law-cen-
tered interpretations, and the case’s
fact-centered holdings.  The deseg-
regation cases, including Brown v.
Board of Education, 347 U.S. 294
(1955), provide lively and accessible
examples of these two different yet
important ways that courts tell us
about the law.

I teach this class during the
third week of school.  At this point,
my students have learned that orig-
inal sources of law–the
Constitution, statutes, and common
law–are the starting point for all
legal inquiry.  I want my students to
become familiar with the ways in
which courts “process” the original
rules of law through cases, and to
identify the difference between law-
centered interpretations and fact-
based holdings.  All too often, a stu-
dent will dismiss a case because it
has “no new law” in it, when in
actuality it provides an informative
and useful example of how the
existing law was applied.  Similarly,
students often will be faced with a
straightforward rule application,
but instead will attempt to redefine
the law.  The sooner my students
grasp the two different ways a court
can process a rule, the better.  

Most students are familiar with
Brown, and I ask someone to briefly
recall it for us.  I next ask the stu-
dents what the original source of
law is that underlies the Brown deci-
sion.  I explain that it all started
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Highlights of the 2004 ALWD/LWI Survey of Legal Writing
Programs
Kristin B. Gerdy

Note: In the interest of conserving space,
extensive footnotes to the survey itself have been
omitted. The data here comes directly from
responses to specific questions and is presented in
more detail in the Association of Legal Writing
Directors/Legal Writing Institute, 2004 Survey
Results (conducted by Kristin Gerdy)(copy on
file with author, as well as at www.alwd.org
and www.lwionline.org ).

For the sixth straight year response rates
to the ALWD/LWI Survey increased. A
record high 176 schools participated for
a 93% response rate in 2004 (up from
92% in 2003 and 83% in 2002), thanks to
the cooperation of program directors.
This year’s pool of solicited schools
was also the largest ever, with 190
schools solicited for information,
representing all U.S. AALS Member law
schools and AALS Non-Member Fee-
Paying schools as well as the University
of Windsor in Ontario, Canada, the host
of the 2003 ALWD Conference.

Legal Research and Writing Director
Experience and Salaries

The average director’s salary for a
12-month calendar contract period in
2004 was $91,390, up slightly from an
average of $86,586 in 2003, $85,389 in
2002, and $81,636 in 2001. The average
director reflects a steady increase of
experience over the last four years. In
2004, the average director graduated
from law school 19.43 years ago (com-
pared with 18.6 years in 2003, 18.1 years
in 2002, and 17.55 years in 2001), taught
in law school for 12.74 years (compared
with 11.7 years in 2003, 11.4 years in
2002, and 10.9 years in 2001), and
directed at her current law school for
7.82 years (compared with 7.2 years in
2003, 6.9 years in 2002, and 6.1 years in
2000).

Regional factors affected the
average directors’ salaries in 2004 as in
earlier years. Directors in the New York

City and Long Island region reported
the highest average salary at $124,360,
while directors in the Northwest and
Great Plains region reported the lowest
average salary at $74,000.1

Legal Research and Writing Faculty
Salaries and Other Support

The average low salary for full-
time legal research and writing (herein-
after “LRW”) faculty base salaries rose
in 2004 to $49,419 compared to 2003
figures of an average low of $48,931.
However, the average high fell to
$59,395 from an average high of $60,198
in 2003.

Regional differences for LRW
salaries reflect the same trends as seen
in director salaries at the top and
bottom, but the middle regions shift
slightly. The highest average salaries are
found in the New York City & Long
Island region, at an average of $66,500,
with salaries in the Northwest & Great
Plains region coming in at the bottom
with an average of $38,500.

In addition to formal salary, 70
programs provide LRW faculty with
summer grants averaging $6,911, up
from $6,748 in 65 programs in 2003 and
$6,371 in 57 programs in 2002. Further,
the vast majority (99 programs), pro-
vides their LRW faculty with develop-
mental funding averaging $1,946, up
from $1,909 in 2003 and $1,713 in 2002.
And over 75% of programs (97) provide
funding for research assistants, with 76
providing funding for all reasonable
requests and 21 providing an average of
$1,475, down from an average of $1,574
in 2003, but up from an average of $920
in 2002.

Other Variables Related to Salaries
Three additional variables seemed

to impact LRW salaries in 2004: law
school setting, institution type, and
LRW staffing model.

In 2004, salaries were higher for
directors and LRW faculty in urban

areas. This is a change from 2003 when
salaries for directors and LRW faculty
were higher in suburban areas, but is
consistent with data from 2001. Salaries
were higher for directors at private law
schools ($88,258) than for directors at
public law schools ($85,933). Further,
average directors’ salaries were highest
for directors in programs with tenure-
track teachers hired to teach LRW
($100,700) and were lower in adjunct-
taught programs ($97,353) and complex
hybrid programs ($92,898). Salaries were
lowest in programs with part-time
faculty ($86,000) or with LRW faculty
on contract ($79,441). For LRW faculty,
average current salaries were highest if
the faculty were tenured or tenure-track
($59,208) and lowest for full-time non-
tenure track faculty ($53,758).

Staffing Models and Status Issues
According to the survey re-

sponses, most programs used full-time
non-tenure-track teachers (79 or 45%), a
hybrid staffing model (59 or 34%), or
adjuncts (19 or 11%) in 2004. Six
programs used solely tenured or tenure-
track teachers hired specifically to teach
LRW, and another nine programs used
such teachers in hybrid programs.
Twenty-eight programs reported having
assistant directors in 2004, up from 18 in
2003 and 19 in 2002. The average salary
for an assistant director was reported as
$70,659, compared with $63,111 in 2003
and $54,176 reported in 2002.

In 2004, there were more
tenured directors than in 2003 (35 vs.
26) and fewer tenure-track directors
(16 vs. 22) than in 2003. In addition,
10 directors have clinical tenure or
tenure-track status (2 more than 2003
but the same as in 2002). About 36%
of those responding were tenured or
tenure-track including clinical tenure
status (down from 40% in 2003 but
consistent with 36% in 2002). How-
ever, 43% (60 of 139) of the directors
whose primary responsibility is LRW

Issue 1
Yes No

Argument         Argument   

Authority         Authority

the citation frequency rules.  In
addition, I was able to stop the
exercise when students had vary-
ing answers and go over the mate-
rial again or in more depth; I could
even ask the students about their
difficulties with a question at the
exact moment the students were
struggling with it.  

Frankly, I was surprised at first
when the students’ answers were
not unanimous, which happened
often.  What I rather reluctantly
realized was that after five years of
teaching, I am not as good a judge
of the difficulty of first-year skills
as I used to be when my first year
of law school lived fresher in my
memory.  By using a classroom
assessment technique designed to
give immediate feedback, I learned
just as much as my students
learned.  I learned what skills and
vocabulary confuse the students
during my lectures, and the stu-
dents learned the difficult skills
and vocabulary that I presented.
More importantly, however, we all
learned an invaluable, yet unin-
tended, lesson.  As evidenced by
the “thank you” emails I received
after class, the students learned
that I care about whether they
understand citation frequency.  
I learned that this is a scene I 
definitely intend to repeat in the
future! u

[Not Just] For New
Teachers:
My Dinner with IRAC
Ken Swift, Hamline Law School

When I introduce new concepts 
to my class, I usually try to give
students an example that they 
can relate to from their everyday
life.  One concept that I have 
success with is introducing 
and explaining IRAC through
a restaurant analogy.

I begin my discussion of IRAC
with the rule of law section.  After

the usual explanation and exam-
ples, I explain that we all have self-
imposed “rules” which guide our
lives, from dating to wardrobe to
restaurant preferences.  I then put
students in small groups and ask
them to come up with a list of fac-
tors that they consider when rating
a casual restaurant dining experi-
ence.  

The students always come up
with extensive lists, which I put up
on a whiteboard.  From there, I
refer back to our discussion of how
we generally organize legal rules
of law to start with the broad, basic
rules and then develop and define
the key terms.  For example, stu-
dents are usually able to come up
with a broad rule statement such
as:  “A good dining experience
requires good food and service and
a pleasant facility.”  From this basic
rule statement, we begin to organ-
ize into pertinent categories the
students list of factors considered
when rating a casual dining experi-
ence.  For example, under “good
food,” statements relate to prepara-
tion, portion sizes, and selection,
among others.

Next, we move on to the dis-
cussion of case illustrations to
prove the rule.  After the lecture
and examples, we move back to
the restaurant exercise.  I ask each
student to write a paragraph or
two describing a good dining
experience and another describing
a bad dining experience.  Without
prompting, most students natural-
ly follow the structure and terms of
the rule of law we have just creat-
ed “A good dining experience
requires good food and service and
a pleasant facility.”  We then refer
back to the purpose of case illus-
trations so that the students can
see that they have just created
examples of how the rules of law
are applied to a given fact pattern.
I then collect the “case illustra-
tions” and ask for volunteers to
have dinner at a restaurant and

provide me with a summary of the
experience prior to the next class.
A shortage of volunteers is never a
problem.

Prior to the next class, I take
the students’ case illustrations
notes from our restaurant rule of
law and select one good and one
bad dining experience and create
the rule explanation for our restau-
rant exercise.  I also add in the stu-
dents’ recent dining experiences as
our “facts” section of the memo-
randum.

I begin the next class by intro-
ducing the concepts of case law
analogies and rule-based argu-
ments.  I then ask the students to
read the facts (their classmate’s
recent restaurant visit) and note
the similarities and differences
with the good dining experience
and then do the same with the bad
dining experience.  Next, I ask stu-
dents to look through the facts to
see if factors listed by the student
exist that are not comparable to
either the good or bad dining expe-
rience, but that are relevant, based
upon the rule of law, as to whether
the student had a good or bad din-
ing experience.  Finally, I tell them
to write their conclusion as to
whether the student had a good or
bad dining experience.  We then
conclude by reviewing legal struc-
ture, noting the similarities with
the document that they have just
created.

This exercise is both a good
introduction to IRAC and a useful
reference tool to use when students
are having difficulty structuring
their legal analysis.  At the very
least, I get to spend a couple of
class sessions talking about food,
which is never a bad thing. u
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From the Desk of the

Writing Specialist
Kim Baker, Roger Williams School of Law
A first-year student thanked me recently
for taking the time not only to help him
improve his writing but also to help him
build the confidence that he could
improve. Beyond the nice pat on the
back, this encounter reminded me of
just how much better I practice as a
full-time writing specialist than I did as a
part-timer. I owe my full-time position
to the tenacity of our legal writing
director, Jessica Elliott, who finally
convinced the administration and me
over a year-long period that being full-
time had many advantages.

Prior to directing our legal writing
program, Director Elliott taught legal
writing at a program with a full-time
writing advisor, an experience she
shared with me to illustrate practical
advantages. She referred also to a
comprehensive analysis of the history
of writing advisors at law schools by
Professors Jessie Grearson and Anne
Enquist, which quantifies their advan-
tages.1 This article will build on the
professors’ work and assert two reasons
to consider a full-time writing advisor
even if you already have a part-time
one: it deepens an immersion in the
culture of the law school, which
deepens understanding of students’
writing needs; this, in turn, leads to
more effective and long-lasting solu-
tions.

Participation in the culture of our
law school begins with my widespread
visibility at orientation each August. On
day one, while first-year students roam
the building buying books, applying for
a parking sticker, getting their course
schedule, and browsing through
information by the local Chamber of
Commerce, I sit at a table in the middle
of the hubbub greeting students as they
walk by. I distribute a handout describ-
ing the service of the writing specialist,
answer questions about the service, and

Filling up the Candy Jar:  Advantages of a Full-Time Writing Specialist
encourage first-year students to visit me
to discuss their legal writing. This initial
visibility pays off throughout the five
days of orientation and into the first
year as students recognize me and
interact with me in the corridor,
lunchroom, and library. Some students
claim that being able to put a face with a
name made seeking help easier. Student-
encounter statistics show a significant
increase in business from my part-time
to full-time practice, considering the
number of students per hour ratio.

The increased visibility leads the
writing specialist to become part of the
school’s culture. The everyday rhythm
of classes, discussions, chit chat. The
things that make a school tick and stick
together. Being part of the culture was
almost impossible as a part-time writing
specialist. I would run in from the
university in the late afternoon to hold
office hours. I did not know any of the
students, law school professors, or staff
very well, nor did I have time to get to
know them. I was relating to individual
students only. I had no sense of the
larger picture, the mission, the strain of
law school, or the highly stylized nature
of legal writing.

As my visibility has increased
and my immersion in the culture has
deepened, my understanding of the
writing needs of law students, first-
years particularly, has evolved. Early
each semester, before the crush of
the crowd clamoring to see me, I
attend the legal writing class of
Director Elliott, something I was
never able to do while part time.
Attending class enables me to deepen
my understanding of legal writing, to
hear what students hear, and to “take
the pulse” of their writing skill level,
needs, and fears. This deeper under-
standing enables me to relate better to
students, as well as help them im-
prove their legal writing skills.

Understanding better what legal
writing demands, I have been able to
assess writing problems in context and
to develop effective solutions. I have
more time to spend in one-on-one
sessions assessing not only specific
skills issues but also related writing
problems stemming from ESL or
writing anxiety. Writing research
suggests that examining writing difficul-
ties in context and identifying the
source of the difficulty leads to
behavior modification, not just rule
reinforcement. For the writing advisor,
this translates into independent student
self-assessors less dependent on the
writer advisor, or, eventually, the judge,
partner, etc. To solve the problem of
how to reach more law students,
particularly those who do not come in
to work with me personally, I distribute
an e-mail Writing Tip of the Week. This
particular solution has been very
successful. Not only do the tips reach a
wide audience but students report a
sense that someone takes the time to
think about their writing needs. I also
have time to develop handouts, such as
one to streamline the lengthy document
explaining TRRAC.

Having a part-time writing advisor
is advantageous to any law school. This
professional supports the legal writing
program particularly. Having a full-time
writing advisor integrates this profes-
sional into the fabric and mission of the
school by supporting not only the legal
writing program, but also exam practice,
career services, student scholarship, and
bar preparation. The only drawback is
needing to refill the candy jar on my
desk more often now.

1 Jessie Grearson & Anne Enquist, A
History of Writing Advisors at Law Schools:
Looking at Our Past, Looking at Our
Future, 5 Leg. Writing (1999).
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(such as lecture, small group exercises,
guest lecturers, joint teaching), while
only 6 did not. Slightly fewer programs
have the authority to choose or change
their legal research and writing exam
methods (such as essay, short answer,
bluebook, “problems” requiring a
written memo or brief to be written)
(151 programs), while 9 did not. And
154 programs have the authority to
choose or change their types of legal
research and writing assignments (such
as length of assignments, subject area,
appellate or trial brief, due dates), while
11 do not.

The largest degree of differences
in academic freedom reported by survey
respondents involved the level of
control over final decisions on pro-
posed curricular changes. When asked
who has the final authority to adopt or
reject recommended changes in meth-
ods and scope of teaching in the
required legal research and writing
program, 29 responded that the dean or
deans had such authority; 7 reported a
faculty committee; 49 reported the
faculty at a full faculty vote; 68 reported
the legal writing director; 40 reported
the legal writing faculty as a whole; and
14 reported that someone else had the
ultimate authority on such matters.

Workload
Directors and faculty members in

legal research and writing programs do
much more than attend to administrative
tasks and teach classes. They are
involved in nearly every aspect of their
law schools and traditional academic
life.

In 2003-04, directors spent 35% of
their time teaching in the required
program, 28% on directorship duties,
18% teaching outside the required

program, 12% on service, 11% on
scholarship, 5% on academic support,
and 9% on “other” activities.

During the 2003-04 academic year,
the “average” director taught 32 entry-
level students 2.9 hours per week using
3.32 major and 4.25 minor assignments,
read 1,218 pages of student work, and
held 37.6 hours of conferences during
the fall semester. The spring semester
workload was comparable. These
numbers and averages are all compa-
rable with those reported for the 2003
survey. Directors spent an average of
46 hours preparing major research and
writing assignments and 50 hours
preparing for classes in the fall and
comparable time in the spring.

In the 2003-04 academic year, the
“average” LRW faculty member taught
45 entry-level students 3.6 hours per
week using 3.23 major and 4 minor
assignments, read 1,554 pages of student
work, and held 48 hours of confer-
ences. Again this past year, classes were
within the maximum range recom-
mended by the ABA Sourcebook on Legal
Writing Programs. This compares with the
prior year in which the “average” LRW
faculty member taught 44 entry-level
students 3.6 hours per week using 3
major and 3.5 minor assignments, read

1,561 pages of student work, and held
51 hours of conferences—a comparable
workload. LRW faculty spent an average
of 34 hours preparing major research
and writing assignments, 55 hours
preparing for classes in the fall, and
slightly less time in the spring.

In addition to teaching in the
required LRW program, many directors
taught courses beyond the first-year
program (86 or 61%). They taught an
average of less than 1 upper-level

writing course and 1.36 non-LRW
courses in subjects ranging from
advanced appellate advocacy to feminist
jurisprudence. LRW faculty members
also teach upper-level courses (98 or
76%). These courses are both upper-
level LRW courses (47) and non-LRW
courses (85). These courses are taught
both during the regular academic year
(79) and during separate summer
sessions (65).

Besides classroom teaching, LRW
directors and faculty members are
actively engaged in academic scholar-
ship. For 52 or 37% of directors, there
is an obligation to produce scholarship.
For 23 there is no obligation, but there
is an expectation they will. For LRW
faculty, there is an obligation in 20
programs to produce scholarship,
encouragement to produce scholarship
in 29 programs, and an expectation to
produce scholarship in 7 programs,
while 72 programs impose no such
obligation or expectation. The vast
majority of respondents (150 of 154)
report that they have the authority to
choose or change their scholarship
topics (such as legal writing topics,
pedagogy topics, doctrinal topics).

Gender Highlights
Consistent with earlier surveys and

published reports of gender disparity in
legal academia, the 2004 survey reports
differences along gender lines.2

Female directors earn less than
male directors when measured by12-
month salaries ($90,382 female; $94,500
male); less than 12 month salaries
($82,834 female; $102,278 male); and
salaries reported combined ($85,773
female; $92,094 male, a 12% difference.)
(Salaries reported in 2003 had combined
average of $82,273 female; $93,774
male, a 12% difference, while 2002 had
combined averages of $79,806 female;
$87,790 male, a 9% difference.) In the
range of salaries paid, female directors’
salaries have a wider range than males’
($52,000 to $156,000 female; $52,000 to
$150,000 males).

ALWD/LWI Survey Highlights
Continued from page 15

Directors and faculty members in legal research and writing
programs do much more than attend to administrative tasks and
teach classes. They are involved in nearly every aspect of their law
schools and traditional academic life.
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NEWS
Publications and PromotionsPublications and Promotions

Kari Aamot (Chicago-Kent) has been given a
long-term contract and is now an Assistant
Professor of Legal Research and Writing.

Linda Anderson (Franklin Pierce) has been
appointed Visiting Professor and Acting
Director of Legal Skills as of July 2004.

Angela Passalacqua (Rutgers-Camden) was
appointed Dean for Career Services.  

Suzanne Ehrenberg (Chicago-Kent) has been
promoted to Professor of Legal Research and
Writing and given a long-term contract.

Anne Enquist (Seattle) was promoted to
Associate Director of the Legal Writing
Program and is also Co-Director of the law
school’s new Faculty Development Program.
As the Co-Director of this program, Anne is
helping both new and established faculty with
their scholarship.  Keep your eye out for some
great articles from Seattle University faculty.

Michael Frost (Southwestern) published a
book, Introduction to Classical Rhetoric:  A Lost
Heritage (Ashgate 2005).

Douglas Godfrey (Chicago-Kent) has been
promoted to Associate Professor of Legal
Research and Writing and his long-term con-
tract was renewed.

Jill Koch Hayford and Alison Julien
(Marquette) were recently promoted to the
rank of Associate Professor of Legal Writing.
Jill and Alison also made a presentation,
Teaching Research “Backwards”:  Providing
Context for Legal Research, at the Great Lakes
Writing Conference in May 2005.

Julie Heintz (Seattle) published a book,

Washington Legal Research (Carolina Academic
Press 2005).

Joseph Kimble (Thomas Cooley) wrote a
book: Lifting the Fog of Legalese—Essays on
Plain Language (Carolina Academic Press).
The book is a collection of many articles he
has written.

Susan Kosse (Louisville) was selected to pres-
ent her research article as a young scholar at
the SEALS Conference in July 2005.  Her pres-
entation was entitled, The Missed Opportunity
to Abandon the Reasonable Observer Framework
for Sacred Text Cases.

Susan McClellan (Seattle) has been selected
to head Seattle University’s new externship
program.  Susan has taken a two-year leave of
absence from teaching legal writing to become
the Externship Director.

Lisa McElroy (Southern New England) pub-
lished a book, Love, Lizzie:  Letters to a Military
Mom (Albert Whitman Books) and has a chil-
dren’s biography of United States Attorney
General Alberto Gonzalez (Lerner Books)
forthcoming in the spring.

Michael Murray (Illinois) published Legal
Research and Writing and Legal Research and
Writing Problems and Exercises (Foundation
Press 2005), with Christy DeSanctis (George
Washington).  Michael also completed the
third editions of Civil Rules Practice and
Jurisdiction, Venue, and Limitations, for publica-
tion by Thomson West in 2005.  Finally, he
made the following presentations:  Copyright
for Visual Artists and Art Lawyers, Visual Arts
and the Law Conference, Santa Fe, NM (Aug.
2005); Collaborative Legal Writing, New
England Legal Writing Conference, Albany
Law School (June 2005);  Explanatory Synthesis
and Analogical Reasoning, Rocky Mountain
Legal Writing Conference, Arizona State
University College of Law (Mar. 2005);  Legal

CONTINUED ON PAGE 17
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are not on tenure-track (up from 40%
in 2003).

LRW faculty in most programs are
on short-term contracts with 60 on 1-
year contracts, 24 on 2-year contracts, 36
on contracts of 3 years or more, 20
have ABA Standard 405(c) status,
another 8 are on ABA Standard 405(c)
status track, and 24 are on tenure track.
The overwhelming majority of those on
contract have no cap (105 of 115 or
91%, which is consistent with the 2003
numbers of 110 of 121 or 91%).

At 74% of the reporting law
schools the program directors have a
form of “Professor” in their official
title (106 of 143). “Director” is the next
most common title (68 or 48%). For
LRW faculty, many have some form of
“Professor” in their official title (84 or
65%), many are “Instructors” (35 or
27%), with “Lecturer” being the next
most common title (17 or 13%).

The vast majority of directors
serve on faculty committees as voting
members (127 or 89%). For LRW
faculty, those in 98 (76%) programs
serve on faculty committees with 91
(71%) programs affording voting. The
majority of directors (106 of 142) also
attend and vote at faculty meetings with
7 non-tenure track directors voting on
all matters and 39 more voting on all
but hiring and promotion. These voting
rights are in addition to the 51 tenured
and tenure-track directors, who were
assumed to have voting rights.

LRW faculty vote at faculty
meetings in 72 programs with 31 of
those programs affording voting on all
matters. At 44 more programs, LRW
faculty members attend, but do not
vote. Reporting on the scope of their
voting rights, 120 survey respondents
reported that they do vote on curricular
matters at faculty meetings; however, 24
respondents do not. Finally, when asked
whether they vote regularly when
allowed, 123 survey respondents
answered affirmatively with only eight
reporting that they do not vote regu-
larly.

Curriculum
Virtually all writing programs

extend over 2 semesters averaging 2.27
credit hours in the fall and 2.19 hours in
the spring. In addition, 42 programs
have a required component in the fall
of the second year, averaging 2.0 credit
hours.

Almost all LRW courses are
graded with grades that are included in
the students’ GPA (146 programs). Most
programs grade at least some assign-
ments anonymously (98), but 73 pro-
grams do not. Additionally, 146 pro-
grams require rewrites, with 55 of those
programs requiring rewrites on all
assignments; 67 programs grade all
rewrites; 37 grade only the rewrites; and
25 grade only the final drafts.

The majority of programs integrate
research and writing instruction (141
programs). At 85 schools, legal research
is taught by LRW faculty. At 42 schools,
it is taught by librarians. At 49 schools,
LRW faculty and librarians teach legal
research in combination, and at 22
schools teaching assistants and other
students are responsible for teaching
research.

In addition to their traditional
LRW faculty, 44 law schools employ a
full-time or part-time writing specialist,
and 121 schools offer an academic
support program.

The most common writing assign-
ments during the 2003-04 academic year
were office memoranda (170), appellate
briefs (142), pretrial briefs (97), and
client letters (92). The most common
oral exercises were appellate arguments
(138), in-class presentations (62), and
pretrial motion arguments (56).

The most common methods of
commenting on papers during the 2003-
04 academic year were comments on the
paper itself (169), comments during
conferences (143), comments at the end
of the paper (129), general feedback
addressed to the class (124), grading
grids or score sheets (104), and feed-
back memos addressed to individual
students (100).

The most common teaching
activities and the average amount of
time spent in each activity were lecture
(159 spending an average of 32.8%),
questions and answers and class
discussion (154 spending an average of
23.6%), group in-class exercises (147
spending an average of 17.99%),
demonstrations (135 spending an
average of 11.67%), individual in-class
exercises (131 spending an average of
11.41%), and in-class writing (115
spending an average of 8.74%).

LRW programs continued to use
technology to improve and supplement
teaching in 2004. According to survey
respondents, 44 programs have web
pages, down from 56 web pages re-
ported in 2003 and 64 web pages
reported in 2002. Class e-mail or listserv
continued to be popular during the
2003-04 year with 146 programs using
them with a 4.28 average satisfaction
rating (out of a possible 5). Other
technology use was reflected in 77
programs with course web pages with a
3.67 average satisfaction rating, and 97
programs made use of electronic
“smart” classrooms (compared with 91
programs in 2003 and 68 programs in
2002) with a 4.10 average satisfaction
rating.

As of the time of the survey, 57
programs plan to teach the ALWD
Citation Manual only for the 2004-05
academic year, while 89 programs plan
to teach the Bluebook only; 18 plan to
teach both methods, 4 plan to leave the
choice to each teacher, and 3 either plan
to teach a different system or are
undecided as to which system they will
teach.

The majority of LRW faculty say
that they have a large degree of aca-
demic freedom with regard to curricular
choices. For instance, faculty in 160
programs reported that they had the
authority to choose or change their legal
research and writing textbooks (such as
citation manuals) and their legal re-
search and writing teaching methods

CONTINUED ON PAGE 16

with the Fourteenth Amendment
and, in particular, the Equal
Protection Clause.  I read the edited
clause to the class:  “No state shall
… deny its citizens the equal pro-
tections of law.”  I ask them, if they
were back in 1895, what advice they
would give a client who com-
plained of state-sponsored segrega-
tion.  Our discussion comes around
to the fact that before an original
rule of law is processed, we have
very little idea about what it means
or how it applies.  

Next, I introduce Plessy v.
Ferguson, 163 U.S. 537 (1896).
Usually a student already has vol-
unteered (incorrectly!) Plessy as the
original rule of law.  In Plessy, the
Court upheld state-sponsored racial
segregation of railroad passengers,
finding that separate rail cars for
“White” and “Blacks” were objec-
tively equal.  I ask the students
what the processed rule of law is
coming out of Plessy:  what do we
now know about what the Equal
Protection Clause language means
in light of Plessy?  The students
understand that Plessy defined for
us that “equal” under the
Fourteenth Amendment means
“equal in tangible and objective cri-
teria.”  Moreover, “equal does not
require integrated facilities”
because “separate but equal” is suf-
ficient.  We conclude that Plessy’s
ruling was (at least in this regard) a
law-centered interpretation.  

Next, we discuss the types of
cases that arose after Plessy but
before Brown.  I tell them to imagine
a case—it could have been one of
many—in which an African-
American brought a constitutional
challenge against state-sponsored
segregation where the segregated
facilities were not tangibly equal.  I
describe the hypothetical case as
one in which the “Black Only” pub-
lic facilities were objectively inferior
to the comparable “White Only”
facilities:  the “Black” rail car did
not have as much room per person,
nor did it have a restroom facility

like the “White” one did.  In such a
case, the court would have ruled
that the segregation violated the
Fourteenth Amendment because the
facilities were not objectively equal.
I ask the students what type of rul-
ing that would be:  law-centered or
fact-centered?   If someone answers
law-centered, I ask what new inter-
pretation of the law we would learn
from that case.  The answer is none,
so we come around to the conclu-
sion that the holding would be
purely fact-centered.  The court
would take the established rule
from Plessy and simply apply it to a
new fact pattern.  I remind the stu-
dents that even though this hypo-
thetical case would not have estab-
lished “new law,” it would have
helped us understand the existing
legal standard by showing how that
standard applies.

Finally, we get to Brown.  A stu-
dent gives us a brief description of
Brown, and I ask for the processed
rule from the case.  At this point the
students are starting to understand
the distinction between a law-cen-
tered interpretation and a fact-cen-
tered holding, and someone will
usually ask me which I want.  I tell
them I want both.  We first explore
what the law-centered interpreta-
tion is.  Contrary to the rule estab-
lished in Plessy, we now have a new
interpretation of what “equal”
under the Fourteenth Amendment
means:  “Equal means more than
just objective and tangible qualities.
Equal considers the impact that the
segregation has on the persons
involved.”  Next, we explore the
fact-centered holding as the answer
to the legal question posed:  Did the
Topeka Board of Education violate
the law when it denied African-
American children the right to
attend public schools with white
children?  Yes, the school-sponsored
segregation was unlawful because it
stamped a “badge of inferiority” 
on African-American children.  
We conclude our discussion with
Brown itself providing an effective

example of the distinction between
law-centered interpretations and
fact-centered holdings within a 
single case.

The in-class exercise has many
positives.  First, when we finish, my
students really seem to understand
the distinction between law-cen-
tered interpretations and fact-cen-
tered holdings.  This helps them
properly read cases and lays a solid
foundation to help them begin to
understand the process by which
lawyers select cases for a memoran-
dum.  They start to learn the ques-
tions lawyers need to ask about
cases:  Does this case contain a
helpful interpretation of the original
rule of law?  If not, is this case help-
ful because it shows how the law
applies to facts that are analogous
to the client’s situation?  These
questions further help my students
in organizing their analysis in their
written work.

Second, the exercise itself is
accessible to students.  Students
come into the exercise with some
familiarity with this area of law, so
we do not need to spend class time
reading the cases.  (This allows the
entire exercise to take less than thir-
ty minutes.)  Because this exercise is
in a legal context, it has the added
benefit of helping the students to
build confidence early on regarding
their ability to analyze the law.
Last, the exercise helps raise issues
of social justice in my class.  Many
law students feel a disconnect
between the values that brought
them to law school in the first place,
and the relatively narrow “thinking
like a lawyer” they are required to
do in their first-year classes.1 If 
I can subtly remind them that the 
latter can be a tool for the former, 
I have helped them with more than
their legal writing.

1 Lawrence S. Krieger, The Hidden
Sources of Law School Stress:  Avoiding
the Mistakes that Create Unhappy and
Unprofessional Lawyers 7 (2004).

CONTINUED ON PAGE 16

                                                                                            



17, 2006.  The theme of the symposium is:
“Teaching Writing and Teaching Doctrine:  A
Symbiotic Relationship?”  The following
speakers will be presenting on the following
topics:
•Professor Carol Parker (Tennessee), Writing
Across the Curriculum:  Theoretical and Practical
Justifications
•Professor Pamela Lysaght (Detroit Mercy),

Developing Writing Skills in a Doctrinal Course
•Professor Eric Goldman (Marquette),
Teaching Drafting Skills in a Specialized Context
•Professor Claire Kelly (Brooklyn), Teaching
Scholarly Writing
•Professor Philip Meyer (Vermont), Teaching
Narrative Skills to Enhance Advocacy
•Professor Elizabeth Fajans (Brooklyn),
Adding a Writing Practicum to a Doctrinal
Course

John Marshall Law School, Atlanta is
pleased to announce that Michele Butts, Paula
Hamann, and Elfrida Scott have joined the
faculty as Legal Writing Professors.  Last
spring, Lucille Jewel was promoted to
Director of Legal Research and Writing and
Kathleen Burch, the department’s previous
Director, was promoted to Associate Dean of
Academic Affairs.

Hofstra University has approved the titles
Assistant Professor of Legal Research and
Writing, Associate Professor of Legal Research
and Writing, and Professor of Legal Research
and Writing, in place of Legal Writing
Instructor for the law school’s legal writing
faculty.  Hofstra has also granted the legal
writing faculty the right to vote in the
University faculty meetings.  Barbara Barron,
Kathleen Beckett, Scott Freuhwald, and Amy
Stein have been promoted to Professor of
Legal Research and Writing.

The Sixth Annual Rocky Mountain Regional
Legal Writing Conference will be held on
March 17-18, 2006, at the James E. Rogers
College of Law, University of Arizona in
Tucson.

Last spring, the faculty at Suffolk University
Law School approved a change in title from
Instructor to Professor of Legal Writing.  Also,
funding was made available to hire an addi-

tional professor within the department to
reduce the student/teacher ratio.  (Suffolk
now has twelve full-time Professors of Legal
Writing.)

The faculty of Widener University School of
Law, Harrisburg, has adopted a proposal to
expand the required Legal Methods program
from two semesters to three.

Please send The Second Draft
editors news items relating
to publications, promotions,

program changes, or 
upcoming conferences 

and meetings.
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and Ethical Issues of Intellectual Property and
Moral Rights Law:  What Every Art and Design
Professor Should Know and Every Artist and
Designer Should Learn, University of Illinois
College of Art and Design (Feb. 2005).

Laurel Currie Oates and Anne Enquist
(Seattle) have published the fourth book in
their “Just” Series.  Just Research (Aspen) uses
a process approach to teach legal research.
While it discusses both print and electronic
research, the emphasis is on fee-based and
free internet research.

Terry Pollman and Jean Whitney (Las Vegas)
were recently honored with a named profes-
sorship.  Terry and Jean are now the “Ralph
W. Denton Professors” at the William S. Boyd
School of Law (UNLV).  The award includes
additional funding for three years (which can
be renewed), and appropriately recognizes
Terry and Jean for all their outstanding men-
torship of students and colleagues.

Denise Riebe (Duke) wrote a book (with
Michael Hunter Schwartz), Pass the Bar!
(Carolina Academic Press).  This is a bar
preparation text that provides a comprehen-
sive overview of the bar exam and bar review
process along with specific information, exer-
cises, checklists, and reflection questions that
will prepare students for success on their bar
exams.  Denise also made a presentation, Bar
Passage Programs, at the Law School
Admissions Council Academic Assistance
Training Workshop, in Las Vegas, NV (June
2005).

Louis N. Schulze, Jr. (Suffolk) received a
grant from the Association of Legal Writing
Directors. This grant has funded his research
leading to a law review article entitled: “The
Absence of Transactional Skills Training in
Required Legal Writing Curricula: Empirical
Evidence of the Need for Expansion.” The article
includes the results of a survey of over 2,000
first-year law students nationwide regarding
their likely future legal career specializations.

Sophie Sparrow (Franklin Pierce) is a Visiting
Professor at Phoenix International School of
Law in Scottsdale, AZ.

Hollee S. Temple (West Virginia) will publish
Raining on the Litigation Parade:  Is It Time to
Stop Litigant Abuse of the Fraud on the Court
Doctrine? in the University of San Francisco.
Law Review, Volume 39, Issue 4.

Kathy Thompson (Franklin Pierce) formerly
at New England School of Law, joined the
Franklin Pierce Legal Skills Faculty in July
2004.

Kathleen Elliott Vinson (Suffolk) published
Improving Legal Writing: A Life-Long Learning
Process and Continuing Professional Challenge, in
21 Touro L. Rev. 507 (2005). In addition, at
the Association of Legal Writing Directors
Conference in Chicago, in July 2005, she made
two presentations:  “Improving Legal Writing
Skills Beyond the Classroom Walls” and
“How the Profession and Academia can Work
Together to Improve Legal Writing.”

Marilyn Walter (Brooklyn) will publish an
article, Trafficking of Humans:  Now and in
Herman Melville’s “Benito Cereno” in Volume
XII, Issue 1 of the William and Mary Journal
of Women and the Law.

Ursula Weigold (St. Thomas) will publish an
article, The Attorney-Client Privilege as an
Obstacle to the Professional and Ethical
Development of Law Students, in the Pepperdine
Law Review in the spring of 2006.

Mark Wojick (John Marshall) received the
Board of Governors Award from the Illinois
State Bar Association.  This award recognizes
“exemplary service that advances the admin-
istration of justice and the goals of the profes-
sion and bar association.”  You can read a
long list of Mark’s exemplary service at:
http://www.isba.org/Association/056c.htm#gen31.

Dennis Yokoyama (Southwestern) has been
granted tenure and promoted to the rank of
Professor of Law.

Program News

Brooklyn Law School is celebrating the 25th
year of its Legal Writing Program by hosting a
Legal Writing Symposium on Friday, February
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Save the dates for the
2006 LWI Conference:

June 7-10, 2006, in
Atlanta, GA. We hope

to see you there!
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Next issue: proceedings issue following the LWI Conference

2006 LWI Conference

June 7-10, 2006, Atlanta, GA

Regional Conferences

“Teaching Writing and Teaching Doctrine: A Symbiotic Relationship?”  Legal Writing
Symposium, Brooklyn Law School, Friday, February 17, 2006

The Sixth Annual Rocky Mountain Regional Legal Writing Conference, James E. Rogers
College of Law, University of Arizona, Tucson, March 17-18, 2006

AALS Conference - Washington, D.C.

LWI Board of Directors Meeting, Tuesday, January 3,  2006, 4-6 pm
Golden Pen/Blackwell Reception, Friday, January 6, 2006, 7-9 pm

LWI Elections

March 15-April 1, 2006
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